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HAPPY PERLEY BARTLETT
Rockland Soap-Boxer, Winner At Portland
and Will Go To Akron
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HONORING MEMORY OF KNOX
SUNDAY’S MEMORIAL SERVICE

“The Black Cat”

THE BIRTHDAY OBSERVANCE

Perley Bartlett, winner of the j Camden. Ames, Holderness and
i Rockland soap-box derby contest, Pitcher had all qualified for the
was established in 1855 and Jn 1891 repeated his triumph at Portland seconc* ^tni-flnals with runs of 19
changed Its name to the Tribune
.
j seconds, a speed which seemed
These papers consolidated March 17. Saturday, by copping the Southern
,
. .
more popular with the contestants
Maine championship in 18 seconds. Saturday than any other figure.
“Fastest heat for the day, the
••• What may be the proudest moment
—
Ood tempers the wind to the ••• ln hls entire career came upon his record equalling 18 second prelimThe Paul Revere bell which has such youth. Knox was a self edu
Keeping forever alight that spark
shorn lamb —Laurence Sterne
return to Rockland to get a recep- t inary by Murdock Smith of Owls
cated man. Circumstances forced of patriotic fervor cradled in Revo
hung
for
a
century
aind
a
half
In
tion befitting a President or a King. Head, winner of the Camden prehim to leave school at an early age. lutionary days, Thomaston yester
| The Sunday Telegram said:
liminary derby, took him Into the the belfry of "Tlie Old Church on
AYRSHIRE BREEDERS’ PICNIC , “Bartlett's black and white racer quarter finals, but he failed to the Hill” at Thomaston, rang out he entered the employ of Warton day celebrated the birthday of
and Bowers on Cornhill.
wa5 pushed all the way to the fin- maintain his pace and bowed to i again Sunday calling the public to
j Gen. Henry Knox, the country's
e annua
as et p cn c an
une by the blue entry Charles Holderness in the quarter finals 1 the memorial service which was “Knox presents a glowing example first Secretary of War The official
field day of the Maine Ayrshire Club
Jf Qf Scarboro had
18 4.6 seconds
to
held by thc Maine society of a real product of this land of party
.............................
__
________
headed by Gov.
Lewis O.
s schedu ed to
e
ug. . a named "Blueberry Joe,” while less [ when the first and second semi- Sons of American Revolution, at dberty and individual opportunitj. , Barrows
bls aide, Col. Basil
the farm of Lesliei Hamlin. Temple,
a car.s ,ength
..Montpelier "
Ktl0\ “ has
?he ca!*
H. Stinson of Rockland, was es
Maine. Tom P. Whittaker, a rep-1 wa(. {he sm(X)th running red and
of
! The weather doubtless kept flway regard to many another outstanding
corted from Knox Hotel to tlie
resentative of the national Ayrshire gold speedster of Richard Oates Barlett and Oates had qualified for many who had planned to attend American. ts a shining illustration
--------- — —— .— ---------- — -------- ---- ------ r---------- —-------- ,
,
hero’s grave by Battery F CAC and
Breeders' Association at Brandon, of Gorham.
.the last race of the day with 18 4-5 'this service but there was still a 0 the Heights to which American , trQop 210 Boy gcouU
Vt., will be in attendance. An in
The Rockland boy turned in his 1 seconds while Titus had qualified j good sized attendance, and prior to ;’ou^ n every Wneratmn can rise '
gcouts wilh
captain
teresting and instructive program
the meeting the visitors made an t0 high Pla<*« of leadership and j
Q ,Elltot aUo
par.
fastest time for the day in the with 18 3-5 seconds.
has been arranged and all Ayrshire
inspection
of
the
mansion
finding
a
'
lcvement
^
hrough
’
*
rs
°
nal
a
P
’
tlcipated
in
th
e
exercises
at
the
finals with a run of 18 3-5 seconds
The meet drew the largest crowd
breeders and their friends are cor
a time which had been duplicated yet to witness such a contest. Again in each room guides who explained »hcat‘on' and the will to make cemetery where prayer was of
dially invited to attend.
or surpassed in preliminary and just as the last preliminary heat the treasures which the mansion use of the tools and opportunities fered by Rev. Ouy Wilson, D D„ of
semi-final heats by both Titus and had been run off, the heavens contained and their significance youth may find at hand in every Pratt Methodist Church in Rock
MILTON APPRECIATES
Oates. Oates had qualified in his, opened and drenching rain drove Those who had never been in th? generation of American life,
land. A huge basket of red, white
Today youth often pities itself,
preliminary heat with a run of 18 the crowd to every bit of shelter building before were both amazed
and blue flowers—poppies, lilies
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Just a little note to let you know 2 ® seconds while Titus had turned that could be found along the Park and delighted at its splendor and as wel1 as our adult citizenry, feel- and delphinium was placed at the
ing that our generation is of all
how much I appreciated your paper
three consecutive runs in 18 3-5 Avenue course. It continued for its historical value.
General's mound by the Governor
The
memorial
ceremony
was
given
seconds.
more than 20 minutes but few
who voiced his pleasure at being
(Continued on Page Two)
“Bartlett by winning the South- people were driven away. Occasional additional prominence this year by
was just like a visit of all one's
the presence of Battery F. 102 Field
friends thrice a week. I want you ern Maine championship, also won flurries from then to the complethe
right
to
go
to
Akron.
Ohio,
to
tion
of
the
final
race
failed
to
dampI
Artillery of Ljnn. Mass , which ha.to know that I was very grateful
for this service, to hospital inmates. compete in the national finals. Aug cn the enthusiasm of the crowd a 1 twice won the Knox National
14, as the guest of the Gannett Pub- bit and when the winner was finally Guard Trophy for “National Guard
Milton M Orlffin
lishing
Co., Inc. He also received determined hundreds swarmed over Efficiency.
It came to Rockland
Spruce Head, July 23.
the beautiful 14-inch M. E. Coyle the course to cheer the finalists with 76 men, six officers, four guns
and nine truck, under the command
Trophy, a gold medal, and at the lustily.
of
Capt. Frances E. Crowe. The I
_
v
r»
rr ■
t r*
•
banquet of champions in Akron will
Returning to Rockland the hero
receive a gold wrist watch, suitably of the Portland races was met at sPlendkl appearance of the organthe city limits by State Patrolman
was commented upon by
engraved.
Owl’s Head Town Hall
“The semi-final heats were run George I. Shaw and escorted into all who saw the National Guards
HEAD OF THE BAY
men in action.
I Many friends In Knox County Mr. Gardner was one of the most
WEDNESDAY NIGHT entirely by boys from places outside town where the Legion Drum Corps The exercises which were neces- wcre shocked Sunday to learn of active factors in securing the parcel
of Portland. Of 113 original en- and Fire Department headed an
post system.
Maxey’s Orchestra
trants, the preliminary, quarter fi- Impromptu procession to the Com- sa lly held Inside of the mansion. lhe su<J<Jen death of former Unjted
The defeat of his Senatorial as
but which were broadcast through t
A Good Time Promised
nals and first semi-finals had left munity Building with sirens shriekpirations in 1913 by no means ended
the medium of the loud speakers
i but six. These were the three final- ing and everybody excited. The
to the many who remained on the His demise took place at the resi- his political career for in the same
ists. and Charles Holderness, Jr..' happy winner finally went home
. outside, were conducted by Rev dence of his daughter. Mrs. Clarence year he was appointed by President
of Rocklantf. and Leslie Ames and with Mayor Veazie’s congratulatory
YOUR OPPORTUNITY!
William Dawes Veazie, pastor of the S. Beverage, with whom he had : Wilson as a member of the InterAre you looking for a house or Warren Edgar Pitcher, both of words ringing in his ears.
Church
of Messiah in Portland, and made his home since leaving Rock- national Joint Commission. In 191'»
a home. If not satisfied with your
he became the American chairman
superintendent of Uie Maine Un^land.
present quarters and would like a
versalist Convention. He Is chap-T
• • • •
modern apartment ol five rooms
of that commission and served until
with every convenience—heated
lain of the 906th (A. A.) Reserves1 Obadiah Gatdner was born at Feb 28, 1920, when he incurred the
in winter, garage, flowers, shrub
and chaplain of the Maine Society Port Huron. Midi.. Sept. 13. 1850.
displeasure of an official close to
bery, a real home-like atmos
g X.r.
| Early ln hls youth the family re- President Wilson and was removed.
phere. Rent $25 summer, $30
The program included Invocation,1 turned to Knox County, and the boy
A few days later President Hardwinter. Janitor service. Inquire
ARMATA. THE MEN'S SHOP
Scripture reading, greetings from ■ received hls education in the com- ! mg succeeded to the White House,
Main A Park Sis.. Rockland. Me.
Mrs. Anne Snow, president of the mon schools of Union and Thom- | and yielding to great pressure from
Will be glad to show you any time
Knox
Memorial Association; and aston. afterward taking a course at various parts of the country reapby appointment
Willis Blake Hall, general chair a business college In Poughkeepsie. pointed Mr. Gardner, who had the
89-91
man of the Gen Knox Sarcophagus N. Y.. and attending Coburn Clas distinction of having held two com
Community Chest takes its posi- ( to the freedom from necessity of Committee. Mr. Hall read greetings sical Institute ln Waterville.
missions from two Presidents for
His first wages were earned by the same office. He retired in 1923.
| tion front and center next week | fighting for financial existence, but from Secretary of State Cordell
Mr. Gardner had represented
with the drive starting Mondav lnany citizens do not appreciate Hull, Secretary of the Interior hauling limeroek, and in this ca
night to the “dick-off" dinner in what a real saV‘n’ in time' effort Daniel Roper. Chief Justice Charles pacity he drove a four-horse team Ward 7 in the Rockland City Gov
and money the Chest brings them. Evans Hughes. Senator Vandenburg. for several years for a Thomaston ernment, one year as councilman
Temple hall to which all workers It combines the five drives in one.
Gov. Hurley of Massachusetts, and lime manufacturing concern. He and one as alderman.
and friends of tne Chest and its makes it necessary to contribute Mayor Maurice Tobin of Boston.
then associated himself in the lum
Since his retirement from public
participating organizations is in. but once instead of five times and
Following the services at the Man ber and lime business with the late life his interest in the country's po
vited. This invitation is compre saves all the effort necessary in sion. the 102d Field Artillery, Bat Charles Sherer. who was destined to litical welfare had never waned. He
hensive and cordial. Ther» will be the five separate canvasses as well tery. E. served as an escort to tlie become his father-in-law.
frequently differed with the policies
no solicitation at this meeting. It |as the time and money of canvasses burial place of Gen. and Mrs. Knox
Cattle raising interested him, and of his own party and did not hesi
is aimed to build up enthusiasm and i and contributors,
The column was headed by the the State knew no better herds of tate to express his views. In the
WIU be held In tbe offices of Dr.
start the drive off on the right foot.
The splendid work of the Salva- Colors, and Standard of the Maine Jerseys than those which grazed upon United States Senate his genial ways
Donald E. Haskell, kt 24 School The ladies of the Congregational | tion Army in this city is thoroughly Society. S.AR. At this place the his fertile 48-acre farm on the slope and keen intellect won him the
atreet, July 25 to 28, inclusive.
Church are putting on the dinner | known and appreciated, but the ex- i02d Battery again formed a hollow of Dodges Mountain in Rockland early friendship and respect of
as a token of their support of the tent of the task and the faithful- j square about the monument. Rev The pick of these herds was ex prominent leaders in both parties.
Dr. C. M. Figley, Diagnostic Spe drive.
I ness with which the work in behalf j Mr. Veazie presided.
hibited at fairs all over New Eng As a member of the International
Noonday luncheons will be held 0( the under-privileged men and i Willis Blake Hall placed a wreath land. never failing to win prizes. Joint Commission he became a well
cialist from Chicago. will return
to carry on the work started at Wednesday and Friday. Aug. 3 and women, boys and girls, is carried ' for the Mayor of Boston and read He was also manager for a number known figure on both sides of the
5 and the final victory dinner. out can best be shown by the fob- 1 a greeting in praise of Gen. Knox of years of a large co-operat .ve boundary between the United States
the last Clinic.
closing the drive, will come Monday lowing graphic picture: i
from His Excellency. Roy Evans, a creamery association in Knox and Canada.
night. Aug. 8. all meetings being in
His career as master of the State
Senior Religious Work—100 Open vice president of the Maine Society County.
If you are well, a thorough ex
Temple hall. The objective this Air services held, attendance. 8650; of the Sons of the American Revo
His prominence as a farmer Grange was one of the most suc
amination wUI show up any weak year ls $7,750. a sum which will
232 Indoor Services held, attendance lution placed a wreath sent by the earned him a membership in the cessful the Maine Patrons of Hus
points In your body, and show make possible the continuation of 4783; 1282 hours of family visita Governor of Massachusetts, and State Board of Agriculture and he bandry had ever known, and he was
you how to avoid future sickness. the work on a completely efficient, tion; 42 Home League meetings held, read a greeting from him. Mrs. was a charter member of the Maine re-elected to a point beyond his own
basis of the Home for Aged Women. attendance. 599 ; 7400 War Crys [ Anne Snow, placed a wreath for State Agricultural Association. Mr. wishes. Nowhere will he be more
If you are sick, a thorough ex the Salvation Army, the Red Cross., ordered; 2600 War Crys distributed the Maine Society, Sons of the Gardner was a charter member and missed than at the sessions of Knox
amination will find the cause of the Boy Scouts and the Civil War t0 institutions; 12 Prison Services American Revolution. Capt. Frances one of the first masters of Pleasant and Limeroek Valley Pomona
held, attendance. 2375.
E. Crowe, Commanding Officer of Valley Grange, P. of H., and his Granges, for winter and summer, in
your trouble, and show you how Memorial Association
The simplicity of the Chest is
Junior Religious Work—53 Com- Battery E, placed a wreath on be affiliation with this local organiza foul weather and fair, he was an
to regain your health.
well understood, and it Is readily pany Meetings (Sunday Schools) half of that organization. _
tion proved the turning point in unfailing attendant, always taking
seen that the funds so provided , beld attendance. 27*87. average per
his career, for it paved the way to an active part in the sessions.
Letters
of
greeting
were
read
from
Phone 890 or 25 for appointment.
make possible much better work by ■ we€k 55. jg Band of Love meetings______
A patron of all healthful sports.
several of the States included ten years' mastership in the State
89* It the charitable organizations due heW; attendance. 266 102 Young ' among the original Thirteen Colo- j Grange, and brought him into na Mr. Gardner was first and last a
baseball fan. Many years ago he
, Peoples' Legion Meetings held, at- nies. in appreciation of the "Greai tional political prominence.
In 1908 he was nominated by the managed one of the best teams
, tendance. 2151; 51 Corps Oadet American Patriot. Gen. Knox.”
classes held, attendance, 374 ; 24' prayer was offered by Chaplain Democrats for Governor of Maine' Rockland ever had, and was a
Boy's Club meetings held, atten- Veazie. Three volleys were fired and made such a strenuous cam strong supporter of the sport in
by the 5th Infantry Firing Squad, paign ln the rock-ribbed Republican Knox County For more than half
dance. 453.
I have leased the plant formerly operated
Relief Work:
Tranclents—231 and Taps was sounded by the 5th State that the O.OJ». was fright a century he had followed the prog
meals; 140 beds; 18 pair of shoes; Infantry Bug'.er This brought to ened into staging the ninth inning ress of major league baseball, hav
by the late M. S. Dick and am now equipped
a close a very impressive celebra rally that saved the day. Hon. Bert ing a keen knowledge of teams and
94 garments.
to do all work promptly and expertly in
M Fernald, who was Mr. Gardner's players.
Family Relief—53 families given tion.
Mr. Gardner was a most Interest
The memorial address at the Man opponent, later became United
food, valued at $162; 495 garments
ing conversationalist, and the dis
given to 47 families; 61 pair of shoes sion was delivered by Rev. W. D. States Senator.
Hostile influences prevented Mr. cussions seldom turned into any
Veazie—an eloquent and impres
given to 34 families.
MACHINIST, BLACKSMITH
Gardner's renomination in 1910. but channel where hls views were not
In co-operation with the Kiwanis sive speaker. He said in part:
We meet here today to commemo his opponents'satisfaction was short interesting and enlightening. Hls
Club the Salvation Army gave 3025
Twenty-nine years in the welding business,
meals to about 25 school children, rate the life of the greatest artillery lived, for in the next year Mr. Gard frequent visits to his home city,
established since 1919
officer who ever elevated his guns ner was appointed United States after he had removed to Augusta
covering a period of 21 weeks.
A summer outing was given to 50 In the cause of true liberty and in Senator to succeed Senator Wil were always most welcome.
Mr. Gardner's wife (Cora Sherer)
dependence. Gen. Knox possessed liam iP. Frye, deceased, and in a
children.
an indominable will, great courage, single jump had landed in the king who had also been very prominent
Fifteen
children
were
sent
to
a
R. A. GOOCH
in Grange affairs, died some years
together with a commendable hu row of the political checkerboard.
summer camp.
676 MAIN ST. NORTHEND TEL 1055
United States Senators were still ago. He is survived by two chil
Christmas dinners were given to mility. To an age grossly devoid,
90 families, and toys to 50 children. in great part, of a sense of spiritual being elected by Legislature at that dren—Nina A., wife of Clarence S.
values, it is well to note that this time, and Mr. Gardner became the Beverage of Augusta; and Albert K.
great achiever of great good for his choice of the Democratic legisla Gardner, long prominent in the
Country, especially as a trustworthy ture caucus as a candidate to suc State Agricultural Department. Also
IF YOU VALUE YOUR ENGINE
AT YOUR SERVICE
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT I citizen, worshipped God and not ceed himself. The contest was an surviving are three grandchildren—
No Job Too Large
j himself. To all youth craving an exceedingly close one. but Congress Edith Oak Gardner, Elizabeth Gard
No Job Too Small
I academic education but unable to man Edwin C. Burleigh, Republican, ner, employed at the State Library;
LEIGHTON’S
and Charles S. Gardner, student at
! possess themselves of it, Gen. Knox's was the winner.
DISTRIBUTORS
JEWELER,
ROCKLAND
During his term in the Senate, University of Maine,
j life points to encouragement for all

Featured By Presence of Lynn Battery Which Governor Barrows Lays a Basket At Base Of
Won the Knox Award
the Knox Monument

OBADIAH GARDNER'S DEATH

By the Roving Reporter

chosen to thus fittingly and ap
propriately decorate the grave of
one whose name ls honorably en
shrined ln Maine hearts.
Taps was sounded by Trumpeter
Marian Harvie of Rockland and a
three-volley salute fired by the
Coast Artillery detail, after which
the procession filed through Main
street to “Montpelier ”
Here in
spection was made by the Gov
ernor and party, with Mrs. Anne F.
Snow, president of Knox Memorial
Association, as primary hostess,
other officers and members of the
Association assisting in the pleasant
task of explaining the invaluable
relics and details of the historic
restorations.
Mrs Snow presided at the Associatlons business meeting and gave
infinite care to each parliamentary
procedure. Alfred M Strout. in the
absence of the secretary, Mr.s.
Katherine C. Derry, served in that
capacity. The Lord's Prayer and
Pledge to the flag opened the
session, and succeeding these exer
cises was the address by the presi
dent. of which the major points

Former U. S. Senator Expires Suddenly—Rose were

DANCE ,,

From Farm Boy To Life of Prominence

HELPS THE UNDER PRIVILEGED

Salvation Army Reaches Where Need Is the
Greatest—Community Chest Member

PRIVATE

CLINIC

ANNOUNCEMENT

ACETYLENE WELDING

GOOCH WELDING CO.

USE ONLY TEXACO PRODUCTS

A. C. McLOON & CO.

We have had a successful year.
and thanks to the appropriation
from the State Legislature, we have
been able to accomplish repairs,
have redecorated the hall and have
had the valuable painting cleaned.
An Impressive tablet, ln memory of
General Knox has been placed in
the entrance hall by the Massa
chusetts "Order of the Cincinnati".
"Nearly 4,000 people have visited
the Mansion during the past year,
expressing their admiration for the
building and the taste displayed in
the furnishings . . . The damp and
humid conditions are a menace to
the building and its contents, and I
recommend that a committee be ap
pointed to consult with experts with
a view to the installation of a
ventilation system.”
Through the generosity of Theo
dore A. Johnson of Worcester.
Mass., a facsimile of the Lafayette
letter to Knox has been made and
500 copies donated to be sold."
The report of the treasurer ne
cessitated two financial state
ments owing to the fact that the
fiscal year has been changed to
coincide with the calendar year, the
transferal being explained by Mr.
Strout. Cash sheet figures Re
vealed a balance for working capi
tal of $212.98 together with a small
amount for hostess expenditures.
Capt. Arthur J Elliot gave the
custodian's account from which' it
was learned that the mansion had
this year an attendance greater by
300 than that of last year. Mrs.
Kathleen S. Fuller as curator re
ferred to an expense ot $30 in
connection with clock repairs and
a Stuart painting, and stated that
the present bank balance in her de
partment is $388 67 Mrs. Fuller
also made mention of the death of
a loyal supporter, E. Marguerite
Lindley, from whose survivors she

Well, folks, here I am again quite
content to be curled up In my swivel
chair after that vacation trip of 1694
miles. Guess everybody has read
about it. so I will take care not to
repeat. More than a hundred per
sons have said: "You must have
had a wonderful trip," and my in
variable answer was- that it was the
best I ever made, successful in every
particular and offering privileges
which I had not dared hope for.
The faces of thc Dionne quintuplets
are before me whenever,I think of
the 879-mile trip to Callender, On
tario, and I shall never forget the
congenial half hour I spent at the
home of Dr. Allan Roy Dafoe. I
know already of another Rockland
couple which Ls planning to make
this unusual pilgrimage, and 7 have
no doubt there will be others from
Knox County. I have a map which
[ will be of great assistance to them,
together with any information which
j I can give. It is a trip too strenu
ous to make twice, but you will
never regret going once.

That some of you have not for
gotten The Black Cat is very evi
dent from the number of inquiries
which I have had as to when it
would be resumed. I shall continue
it as long as there Ls suitable ma
terial, and I shall be greatly cheered
in my work if hints are provided
and correspondents maintain their
welcome policy of writing comments
and offering new ideas.
— O—
Since beano came into vogue The
Courier-Gazette has been deluged
with news items about parties. Now
will somebody tel! me why anybody
should capitalize the name of this
game any more than they would
' poker, baseball, basketball, or scores
of other games. We capitalize the
Bible and the name of the Deity,
but draw the line on capitalizing
beano.
—o
“I like the Black Cat column and
The Roving Reporter's travels very
much, and hope they continue,”
writes Marion Winehenbaeh of
Dutch Neck.

Looking through The CourierGazette files of 25 years ago I
espied the name of John Bunny in
a motion picture story. And It car
ried me back to the palmy days of
Empire Theatre when the rotund
comedian was making life cheerful
for everybody. Then came Charlie
Chaplin and Harold Lloyd, real pur
veyors of thc sunny side of life and
not merely pie-throwers and head
swatters like some comedians of to
day whom I might name. John
Bunny has long since gone to his
reward, but his memory will en
dure while the silver sheet lasts.

A Rockland man had a suit of
clothes made in London 50 years
ago. The firm is evidently still In
existence, and has patience akin to
that of the well known Biblical
character, for it is still sending the
Rockland man circulars as to its
(Continued on Page Two)
wares. Incidentally, why isn't ware
YOUR FAVORITE POEM the proper word to use in connec
tion with clothing?

If I had my ll/e to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least
once a week The loss of these taster
ls a loss of happiness —Charles Darwin

Looking out of my sanctum win
dow many times a day I see a ruddy
faced, good natured carpenter by
REQUIEM EOR A YOUNG POET
the name of Frank Smith. He alThey pause beside your grave and
waj’s hits the nail squarely on the
pitying, pass
Lightly as wind along the grass.
head, and he was equally efficient
"Ah. life's bright coins unspent, its
many years ago when he used to
songs unsung!"
They say of you who died so young
serve those wonderful chocolate
They have not seen you take the road sodas at the Kittredge drug store.
at dawn
With sunrise In your face, the wind He will always have a friend in me.
upon
Your eager shoulders like a shining
cloak.
Marsh llllles Incense drifting thin as
smoke
Along the hot road where cool shadows
were laid
In patterns like a green brocade
They have not seen you wade knee-deep
In tides of asters pale as sleep.
Nor In the sunset followed where
You drank Its gold wine, crystal-clear

Mrs. Fred Trecartin spent a por
tion of last winter in Florida and
on her way North fell in with »
party of Southern sightseers. When
it developed, casually, that she was
from Maine, one of the other ladies
exclaimed:
They cannot know how In the dusk
"I have been in Maine, tool”
you came
“What part of Maine?” politely
Calling each slumbering flower by
name.
inquired Mrs Trecartin.
Watching them waking; shaking the
dew.
“New Hampshire.”

Speaking their fragile words to you.
They have not seen you go when eve
ning fell
Softly as music of an unrung bell.
Into the darkness singing a |»» t tune.
Filling your qyes with the light of the
moon,
Counting the stars and watching them
dim
As day came over the night's blue rim.

A Union correspondent sends me
this one:
“A woman aske^ police In
Phoenix. Ariz . to investigate a "sus
picious character who lias been sit
ting on thc curb all morning." A
They weep for you and, pitying, pass radio car rushed to the scene. Upon
tightly as wind along the grass
"Au. life's bright coins unspent Its their return the officers made this
songs unsung!"
written report: "Man is O..K,
They say of you who died so young
Working for WPA.”
—Daniel Whitehead Hlcky
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TTTRFF-TIMES - A - WFFK

KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

SUNDAY’S MEMORIAL SERVICE

I said,»I will confess my trans
gressions unto thc Lord; and Thou
where the least appearance of prob
(Continued from Page One)
forgavest the iniquity of my sin.
lems or obstacles, or hardships,
Psalm 32: 5.
generations most miserable, and finds an all too ready desire to fawn
that our hardships, because of “a on the part of many, or on the other
j maladjusted social order” are great- hand, finds many Americans too
i cr than any that America has ever ready to follow the pied pipers of
The second half of the Knox Twi
Safety Official Learns Why | seen. We all recognize that there radicalism, communism and politi
cal. As a matter of fact an analy light League opened at Camden last
So Many Motorists Have are maladjustments in our social sis of many of the leaders of these night, with an easy victory for
order, but we would do well to take movements I have met is easily dis
Accidents At Crossings
Thomaston. The schedule had not
notice from Gen. Knox, who did cernable as men who care nothing
been rearranged when this paper
"If motorists would emulate rail not spend his time wailing about for the needy but desire thc taste
went to press so The Courier-Ga
road engineers and obey regulatory the circumstances in which hc of power gained by climbing upon
zette
in this issue is unable to an
found
himself,
nor
allowing
him

the backs of unsuspecting citizenry,
signs on the public highways as
self the luxury of self-pity. Rather whom such leaders do not plan in nounce the coming games Rock
faithfully as enginemen of the
he applied himself to the task of any sincereity to assist, but simply land plays in St. George tonight
Maine Central Railroad obey regu fitting himself with the best tools
use as dupes for their selfish and and in Camden Friday night Camlatory signs on the ‘highway of he could bring to his command to hoped for aggrandizement.
den plays in Rockland Thursday
steel' it would save many lives and improve himself in character.
One cannot study the exploits of night.
prevent countless injuries" de knowledge, and apply himself in a 1 Gen. Knox without including the
co-operative spirit toward making J heroism of Mrs Knox in the picture,
Thomaston 12, Camden 7
clared Sergeant Francis J. McCabe.
his beloved land a place befitting it was she who bore with her husCamden tried out three pitchers
Director of the Highway Safety di men of character, and establishing a
band the trials of the eight-year j in this game, but there was no stopvision of the Maine State Police Government of freedom and liberty war, and it was she who joined her ping the Thomaston batters, who
Sergeant McCabe had just com deserving of men of character and husband in camp at Valley Forge. pushed across 10 runs in the fifth
! the winter of 1777-1778. where she, and sixth innings, and were never
pleted a 270-mile ride in the cab 8611 discipline
Knox, out of his boyhood has with Martha Washington, minis- in danger thereafter. Camden had
of two Maine Central locomotives, ;
{ much to say to a generation in I tered to the needs of the suffering a decided off night, three bad errors
the trip being made by the Safety which much softness is evident, and ’ patriots.
and four bases on balls contributing
Director in an effort to learn, first
to thc 10 runs mentioned. Condon
went the entire distance, errors flghand, “why motorists get into
ured in all of the runs made against
trouble at railroad crossings."
him.
McCabe and Daniel W. Sanborn.
Daly hit safely every time at bat,

Thomsaton Wins Opener In Second Half—
Schedule Being Revamped

Take Long Chances

THE BIRTHDAY OBSERVANCE

Safety and Fire Prevention Agent
of the (Maine Central have been
conducting an extensive study of

his nearest opponent ln the batting
| reluctantly appeared near midday line being Henry Bohndell who made
to grace the afternoon exercises on two singles and a double. A fine
has made request for all matters11 "Montpelier" lawn. Previous to this running catch by Richards on
pertaining
to
General Knox. program, a luncheon was served at Glover's long fly- was one of the
Traces of Knox property are being j Knox Hotel attended by officials features.
Plaisted and Lord wete busy, ac
continually investigated by Mrs of the Knox Memorial Association
cepting 17 of their 18 chances. Mil
Fuller and additions to the man who had attended the meeting, to
gether with Gov. Barrows. Col Ba ler. Thomaston's new recruit, per
sion furnishings are being made
sil H Stinson and Col Robert H. formed well. The score;
in this manner from time to time. Halpin of the Fifth Infantry at
The endowment fund status was CMTC Camp at Fort McKinley.
given in detail by Richard Elliot,
Mrs Snow, the' President, intro
chairman of the board of trustees. duced ex-Oovernor Louis J. Brann.
This year's transition to the active who spoke briefly on the importance Van Arnam, Former Min
treasury' is the sum of $43 63. The of these memorials being restored !
strel Man, To Present
Association has 98 paid-up members through the country. Music was
Capt. Henry and Stars
through whose efforts it is hoped played by Mrs Emma Harvey's or- j
that further bequests or gifts may chestra. after which the speaker of
For 20 years John R Van Arnam
enlarge the standing fund and the the day. Lieut. Col. Robert J Hal- j has come to this section of the
interest therefrom aid in the work pin. gave an address on "Our country with his Honeyboy Minof "Montpelier's" upkeep.
American Heritage,' which received strel Show. He clung to the minAmong the notables present were I close attention, hearty applause and ) strelsy long after all other professional producers had abandoned
Mrs Marcia Binford of Roxbury, compliments on its timing.
national vice president of the D A
Pupils of Miss Florence Molloy it and for eight years had the only
.
R ; Mrs Fred C. Morgan of Bidde presented a group of dances: An minstrel show given by white per
ford. State regent of the D A R.; acrobatic dance by Barbara New- j formers in the United States and
and Prof. Henry' Thatcher Fowler, bert: two dances by Ralph Stone Canada.
great great grandson of Gen. Knox and Gloria Studley; and Ruth Rob
Compliments for tenacity and inson danced a military tap on a
pledges of personal assistance were drum to the tune of "Yankee
made by each of these visitors who Doodle."
spoke briefly in tribute to patri
Flowers were exceptionally beau- I
otic work symbolized by this occa tiful. especially in the oval room. I
sion.
given by Garden Clubs: Mrs E.
The slate of officers which met Stewart Orbeton in charge.
unanimous approval was- Mrs.
Sandwiches and other refresh-1
Anne F Snow, president. Alfred ments were served by members of .
M Strout. Harry C. Moody Frank Legion Auxliliaries.
Hostesses were: Mrs. Edward j
H. Ingraham. Mrs. H. P Blodgett,
vioe presidents; Harriet Williams Carleton. Mrs H N Keene. Mrs
treasurer; Rev. C. H Olds, chap Josephine Stone. Miss Margaret
lain; Mabel Creighton, legistrar; Ruggles. Mrs. Charles Rose of Ten
Katherine C. Derry, secretary; ant's Harbor. Mrs. W. H Brackett,
curator. Mrs Kathleeu S Fuller: Mrs. Mervyn ap Rice. Mrs. Keren
custodian, Arthur J. Elliot: R. O ap Rice. Miss Edith Keller. Miss
Elliot, Arthur J. Elliot. H. C. Moody. Elizabeth Creighton. Mrs Orel Da
Jarvis C. Perry. Arthur McDonald. vies of Rockland. Mrs J N South
Charles Cheighton. Prof Henry ard of Rockland. Mrs. W O Fuller
Thatcher Fowler, trustees; Eilse Lev. of Rockland, Mrs. Harry L. Leon (of
ensaler. librarian; Mabel Fernald, North Carolina, summering in
auditor.
Rockland). Mrs. A. F Wisner, of
According to tradition, the sun Rockland. Miss Lucy Rokes. Miss
always shines on the General's Jessie Crawford. Miss Ann Jacobs
birthday, and true enough, Ole Sol and Miss Barbara Feyler.

(Continued from Page One)

Thomaston

ab r bh tb po a
Grafton. If .... 4 1112 0
Felt. 3b .......
Bohndell. rf
Jealous, c ......

Robinson, cf
Glover, 2b ..
Miller, ss ....
Woodcock, lb
Condon, p ..

Daly. If
Plalstcd, 2b
Wadsworth. 3b
, Belyea, cf ....
Lord, ss ..........
Bennett, lb
Richards, rf ..
, Weed, c ........
, Dunbar, p .....
| Boynton, p.....

Every-OtKer-Day

-

3
5
4
3
4
4 1 1 1 2 0 0
3 1 2 2 3 1 1
2 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Stahl, p ....... 2
1 0 0 00 0
--------------------------377 10 11 24 14 5
Thomaston---- 2 0 0 0 4 6 0 2 12
Camden ........... 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 3 7
Two base hits. Bohndell, Wads
worth. Base on balls, off Condon 3.
’ off Dunbar 3. off Boynton 2. off Stahl
1
Struck out. by Dunbar 1, by
Stahl 1. by Condon 5. Double play,
Plaisted and Bennett. Umpires,
Maynard and Leonard.
Scorer,
Winslow.

Monaghan. Stolen bases. Davidson.
Griffin. Sacrifices, Ricker 2. Double
plays. M. Simmons to Davidson. M
Simmons to Wiley to Davidson. Left
on bases, Winthrop 9. St. Oeorge 7
Base on balls, off Hersey. Struck
cut, by Hersey 6, by Ricker 5. Hits
off Hersey in 7 innings, 12; off Chick
in 2 innings, 1. Hit by pitcher, by
Ricker (Small). Wild pitches. Rick
er. Passed balls, Berube. Losing 1
pitcher. Hersey. Umpires, Brewer
at plate, Lynch on bases.

’ WHITE HEAD
Mr and Mrs. Maynard O'Brien
have returned from 10-days fur
lough. which they spent in Lubec,
their former home. E L. Harmon,
surfman, started his 10-day fur
lough Saturday. They expect to
make a short visit to Bucks Harbor.
Clarence Beal, surfman at the
local station, is receiving treatment
at the U. S. Marine Hospital, in
Deering.
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beal have
returned from a motor trip, and
weekend at Jonesport. They, were
accompanied on the trip by Mrs. L.
O. Goff and her son of Westbrook
It was Mrs. Goff's first trip to
Jonesport for six years. They
were guests of Mr. Beal's father.
Capt. Edwin Beal.
Mrs. Edgar Lindsey and grand
daughter Arline Tibbetts of Millbridge and Mrs. Florence Hurlburt,
and son Alfred Hurlburt. who are

this problem throughout the state.
McCabe, sitting beside Engineman Robert Stprgeon of South
'
Portland rede the cab of the
"Kennebec Limited ' from Portland
to Bangor and the "Flying Yankee"
from Bangor to Portland.
"I am satisfied " said the Safety
Director at the end of hLs trip, ,
"that there isn't any excuse for any j
Credited With Nine Errors
motorist getting into trouble at a
grade crossing, and I am amazed at
But Takes Winthrop In
the number of them who still en
State Tournament
gage in that most dangerous of
stunts—beating the train to the
The St. George team Justified thc j
crossing and I am chagrined at
hopes of its followers yesterday aft
having noticed Maine registration
ernoon when it defeated Winthrop
plates on two machines which tried
J 8 to 7 in its opening game of ihe
this trick on my trip today.”
State Semi-Pro Baseball Tourna
The State Officer had an oppor
ment in Portland. The Press Hertunity to see. himself, why veteran
I aid thus tells the story:
enginemen such as Sturgeon, who
The afternoon engagement was a
drive
Maine
Central , trains
knock
down-drag out affair with
throughout thc state, repeatedly
both teams playing good and bad
aver that their "most difficult" task
baseball by turn. St. George, show
and "the thing which gives engineing
a murderous punch, went to work
men grey hair and wrinkled brows,
to commit nine errors, with Wiley
is the reckless motorist.”
and Monaghan making three mis
• • • •
cues apiece, and then atoning for
McCabe had an opportunity to
them by drilling home runs in the
witness actual cases of motorists,
sixth that between them produced
driving at high speeds past high
three greatly needed tallies. Win
way warning signs, and with the
throp didn't make so many miscues,
but neither did it make so many j
whistle of the locomotive blaring
hits, and it went down fighting,
its "two long andt two short" blasts
having the tying and winning runs ]
for the regulation crossing warn
I on base in the Anal stanza when
ing. and with the bell of ttlie engine
Griffin ended hostilities by ground- 1
ringing, speeding over crossings es
1 ing out at first.
caping injury or death by the pro
Winthrop put on the first exhibi
J tion of fireworks in the fifth, a four j
verbial "eyebrow."
“If the motoring public could see
run barrage here overcoming a two
what I caw, from where I saw it
' run advantage that St. George had
| obtained by scoring single runs in
today" said Sergeant McCabe, there
she second and first of the fifth!
would never be another grade
Three hits, three errors, and a wild j
crossing accident in the state of
pitch were included in the run mak- |
Maine When I boarded the train.
ing. But the lead was short lived j
Safety Agent Sanborn admonished
for St. George got three in the
that ‘remember, a locomotive never
xth when Wiley and Mackie clout
chased a motorist up. or down, a
ed their homers.
highway.’
Mackie opened the half with a
“It wasn't more than half an hour
were red lights of warning—work would learn the slogan of the rail
single and Wiley dumped one over
before I learned what he meant
ing. too."
road men that Tt is always train
the left field fence and Monaghan
The railroad highway. I learned, is
McCabe had an opportunity, on time at a railroad crossing' and
followed a few minutes later with a
lined, as is the public highway, with
Turning finally to another form wallop half way up the banking over
his trip back from Bangor of seeing slow down, or even stop, and ‘look
warning signs. Of course they are
why the slogan of the railroadman and listen' before driving over a of entertainment he now presents the barrier and three runs were
not the same signs but they serve
is "It's always train time at a grade crossing, we would entirely the famous radio star "Captain across.
what should be the same purpose.
railroad crossing” and why. Safety eliminate this type of accident in Henry and his Show Boat Follies"
Winthrop met this challenge with I
"Before every crossing, at a place
a radio stage show of 25 performers two in its half and again St. George '
designed by law. I learned that Agent Sanborn had told him that Maine.
“As a result of what I have under their waterproof tent theatre. | took the lead with a three run sally
there is a warning po.>t reading “W." "one real lesson the motoring pub
Captain Henry is well known to
It is about the same as the warn lic should learn is that we really learned today, in my ride in the every radio listener in the world in thc eighth, four hits figuring in
engine
cabs,
we
shall
conduct
a
the outburst.
have
more
than
one
train.
”
ing post on the public highway
Then Winthrop made its dying
drive to stop and penalize the For until a short time ago hc was
"Motorists"
isaid
Sergeant
Mc

which reads “R,R Crossing".
motorist who persists in speeding broadcasting every wees from coast la]jy splain doubled and scored
Cabe,
“
will
almost
invariably
stop
"At every post, I saw the engineover grade crossings instead of to coast.
when Arnold singled. Maxim drove
man's hand reach for the bell valve. at a highway red light until it turns
Van Arnam has provided Captain him to third with another single.
slowing down as they should."
green.
It
seems
at
a
railroad
Then his hand went to tlie whistle
Henry with a fine array of stage
Qrjjjjn enc;ed the hectic argucord and. as regular as clock-work crossing that they will stop, in
stars. vaudeville acts and pretty girls ment by grounding out at first.
DOES ANYBODY KNOW?
many cases, only long enough to
the whistle blasted its warning.
to combine with the radio stars to
The scores:
"Maine's highways are studded, let the train pass and then, des
Afternoon Game
I wonder by what margin St. give the public 2 Li hours of wonder
pite
tlie
fact
that
the
light
is
still
of course, with many crossings
ful entertainment. Bear in mind
St. George
George is leading.
red,
or
thc
bell
is
ringing,
they
where there arc no gates or warn
we will be here one night only. Tlie
I
wonder
if
Camden
has
a
chance
ab r bh po a
ing lights or bells. But, any care will drive out onto the tracks.
prices are adults 35c; children 15. Rickcr p .
3
to tic or overtake them.
e • • •
ful motorist would never get hit by
Under thc waterproof tent theatre Davjdson
5
I
wonder
who
is
in
third
place.
"I wondered why. as we rushed
a train, if he heeded the warnings
I wonder what teams are battling located at the city park opposite the Dwyer cf ......... 5
on the public highway as the past a long .freight train today,
foot of Talbot avenue -adv.
for the cellar.
M. Simmons, 2b .. 5 0 1 17 0
engineman does thc warnings on that Engineman Sturgeon added a
I wonder about the won and lost
Mackie, c ............. 5 3 3 6 0 1
the railroad's highway.
\T"'?
number of extra blasts to his usual percentages.
Wiley, ss ............. 5 2 3 2 4 3
“I saw an automobile—this fel crossing whistle.
‘Watch what
I wonder if I'll see a league stand
S. Simmons, rf .. 4 1 1 10 0
low had New York plates—ap happens' he warned one, "we are ing during the next half.
Monaghan, if .... 4 12 10 3
proaching a crossing. 'Watch that going to clear that train right at a
I Wonder.
Smith, 3b ........... 3 110 10
car'said the engineman And I was highway crossing'. In other words,
amazed. With the whistle of the as the freight train cleared the
Summer Clearance Sale. Alfreda B /
39 8 13 27 13 9
locomotive blowing, the automo- crossing we, on the other track, Perry, 7 Limerock street, city.—adv.
Winthrop
bilist kept right on coming and he were but 25 yards or so away. If
THIS IS THE • • •
ab r bh po a e
whisked his car across in front of any of the dozen or so cars which
KITCHEN TOWEL WASH DAY Small. 2b ........... 4 10 3 11
, the train, less than 100 feet from were lined up there, waiting for the
Wentworth, ss .... 5 1 10 4 0
the engine. If his car had stalled train to pass had started to move
Splain. rf ............. 5 2 2 0 0 0
oFA/f/Jf
I —I dislike to think what I would as the freight cleared they would
CALL
Moore, lb ............. 5 0 0 12 0 0
have seen. Tlie engineman told me have driven directly into the path
■: Arnold, cf ............ 5 0 1 2 0 0
HAVENER’S ICE CO
‘that wasn't even close, as ordinary- of our train coming in the op
Save time and money! 4
Maxim. 3b .......... 5 0 2 0 2 0
Use Statler Handy Tow- $
Tel. 792
runs go'.
posite direction.”
Griffin, If ............. 5 2 2 1 1 1
£35
,, els for dozens of kitchen
55*56tf|
I "It seemed a bit exaggerated,
Summing up his experiences, the
41 0 9 2 1
w Jobs and a hundred other $ Berube, c .............
I but before wc got to Waterville. State Safety Director said:
I purposes. More absorb*
Hersey, p ............. 3 0 1 0 2 9
& ent, stronger and softer
I learned it was not. Another car
"Railroads warn the motoring
Chick, p ............... 1 0 0 0 0 0
* nearest to a cloth towel. ||
—this fellow had Maine plates and public, with signs, with flashing
I
if I had succeeeded in getting his light signals, with locomotive
42 7 9 27 12 3
number he'd hear from the State whistles, and bells, in other man
St. George .... 0 1 0 0 1 3 0 3 0—»
' Winthrop ........ 00004200 1—7
Police, went across in front of us so ners. that they are approaching a
close I thought we must have struck railroad crossing or that a train is
Two base hits, Wiley, Splain. Three
THE TIMES !
HANDY TOWELS I base hit. Mackie. Home runs, Wiley,
him, and at that crossing there approaching.
If every motorist

“Show Boat Follies”

For “ICE” Service

vg&iitzzTS low con it • stotatioo. lit high quality

it a taaiation. iCn a SENSATION!... tha
Ici*arene
lhal't winning tboutandt through
itt thrilling latte and painlett price.
comOTi. taaa. m r.

Leniuiu c«. In.

on a motor tour of Grand Falls. Hospital, with a badly broken
Mont., have been guests of Mr. and ankle.
Mrs. Forrest Cheney of the Coast
Mrs. John Simmons, Rackliffe
Ouard for several days.
Island is at home after several
Capt. George Beal and Mr. and weeks’ employment in Rockland.
Mrs. Milton of Detroit, Mich., were
Never in the history of the oldest
recent overnight guests of Keeper settler here has such a wet, cold
and Mrs. Beal, at the Light.
rainy, spring and summer, been
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley and seen. The past week especially, it
sons Jack and Courtland of Chat has rained every day, and there has
ham, Capt Cod. have been visiting been much thunder, lightning and
Mrs. Kelley's parents. Mr. and Mrs. fog in June and July.
H Andrews at Norton's Island sev
L. R. Dunn, officer in charge of
eral days. Mr. Kelley has been on the local Coast Guard has the
10 days' furlough. They left Wed month of July for a furlough. He
nesday for several days' trip to is visiting his former home, Ma
Jonesport after which they will mo chiasport.
tor back to Chatham. Mr Kelley is
A son was born July 16. to Mr. and
electrician, 2nd Class, C. G.
Mrs. L. B. Beal. Motor M. M. 1st
Mrs. Alton Brown is at Knox | class Burnt Lsland Coast Guard.

HEALTHFUL,... NOURISH ING

St. George Won

... and so easy to' prepare
the great variety of fixing at
your NATION-WIDE ' STORE-'

TUNA

JULY 25 - 30 =SEWARD-FANCY

RED SALMON .

TALL
CAN

.

.

27c

WHITE MEAT

TUNA FISH FLAKES .

CAN

17c

CAN

17c

GULF BRAND-FANCY

SHRIMP...........................

CUT GOLDEN WAX BEANS

.

b«05

NO 2
CANS

FANCY DICED CARROTS ....

23^19*

FANCY CUT BEETS.................................

DOLE'S PINEAPPLE SPEARS

.

LARGE
CAN

.

SANTA CRUZ BARTLETT PEARS

LARGE
CAN

DOLE'S CRUSHED PINEAPPLE

LARGE
CAN

LA TOURAINE COFFEE

.

NEW VACUUM CAN

NATION-WIDE CORN FLAKES .

a

.

.

PRUDENCE CORNED BEEF HASH .

.

ZA-REX FRUIT SYRUPS

.

PINT

ASSI. FLAVORS

B

STALEY'S

CUBE STARCH

.

.

13 OZ
PKG

.

.

PKGS

19c

JUG

Sunshine
nUOX

DIAMOND

MATCHES.................................

b£Ees21c

NATION-WIDE

MOtTMtNT ...g
ort"uiu<nni't~M
HM/IT5 *w>.

WHITE FLOATING SOAP

iUMK HHftft.'pKq.

WOMAN

SPRY

.

CLOROX

1 LB
CAN

PINT
BOT

EDGEMONT
CHEEZ-IT

3 LB
CAN

QUART
BOT

aoajn?

25c

PKGSj

READ THE ADS

Weep Step wac\

NATION-WIDE SERVICE

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day

'
Harry T. Flint. Oeorge Brackett,
Walter Weeks and Francis Orne are
.spending a few days ln Boston,
where they plan to attend several
of the big league games.

■w.

JULY

SUN FION niEswied|thu FRI SAT

L, 'Tv 1 2
3 4 5 <j 7 8 9
10 11 1Z 1 314 15 16
17 18 192 0 21 22 23
ri.25 262 7 28 29 30

TALK OF THE TOWN
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
SHADOWS BEFORE’’

THEIR

July 27—Thomaston—-Annual concert
at the Baptist Church.
July 27-Aug 7—Union Revival meet
ings at Church of the Nazarene.
July 27— Rockport —Baptist Ladles
Circle midsummer fair.
July 28 Tenants Harbor- Rebekah
Sewing Circle fair.
July 2*—Lawn party of St. Bernard's
Parish, corner Broadway and Park I
street.
I
July 28 — Union — Vacation Bible
School program and exhibition at
Methodist Church.
July 29- Waldoboro—Lawn party of
Womans Club at Mrs Maude Clark
Gay's.
July 29-30 —Tenants Harbor
Play
"Boomerang” at Odd Fellows hall, aus
pices Rebekah Lodge
Aug. 3-6—Rockport—Regatta-Sports
men's 8how
Aug 3—Port Clyde—Baptist Circle
fair at Community Room
Aug. 3—Camden Annual bazaar of
8t. Thomas parish
Aug. 3—Camden—Ted Shawn and his
men dancers at Opera House
Aug 6- Knox Pomona Orange meet
with Seven Tree Orange. Union. *
Aug 7—Rockport—Concert bv Curtis
String Quartet at Eells' Boat Barn
Aug 8 (evening! Tenants Harbor—
Illustrated lecture on Clipper Ships by
Dr Park of Boston at Odd Fellows hall,
benefit Library.
Aug 9- Rockport -Open meetfAg of
Oarden Club at Chase home Beech Hill
Aug 9—Eastern Star Field Day at
Penobscot View Orange hall, Olen Cove
Aug. 9—Camden—''The Gondoliers-'
by Gilbert Ac Sullivan Co. at Opera
House.
Aug 18—Hope Grange fair at Hope
Corner.
Aug 19—Warren Summer concert at
Baptist Church.
Aug 21—Rockport—Concert by bur
ns String Quartet at Bells' Boat Barn
Aug 29 Camden—Cecelia Loftus In
Impersonations at Opera House
COMING REUNIONS

./.U^.4-I"grah“m fatnl‘y at Penob
scot View Grange hall. Glen Cove.
.10„- Pesc«'n<l»nls of Ebenezar
Hall at Penobscot View Orange haJI
Olen Cove.

Victor P. Whittier formerly of
Warren has opened Northport Inn
for the season.

There will be a dance Wednesday
night at the Owl's Head town hall
with Maxcey's Orchestra.
**■
Sons cf American Legion are re
quested to be at Legion hall Thurs
day night at 8 o'clock. It is import
ant that all be present.

Exalted Ruler Robert Brewer
went to Waterville last night to visit
Past Exalted Ruler Joseph Soffayer
who Is at the Thayer Hospital foi
eye treatment.

Dr A. H. Chase of Boston is at
his former Warren home for the
summer vacation. Tlie Rockland
Lions Club will be watching for
him tomorrow.

Harvey C. Pease, clerk of the
Maine House of Representatives,
will be the speaker at the Lions
meeting tomorrow.
Mr. Pease is
also a member of the Wiscasset
board of selectmen.
Capt. Brainerd Simmons, form
erly of Rockland died Sunday at
his home in Southwest Harbor.
Committal services will be held at
Achorn Cemetery this afternoon at
330 and all Odd Fellows and Re
bekahs are urged to attend.

Rockland's annual Community
Chest drive starts next week with
a "kick-off'' dinner at Temple hall
Monday night. Noonday lunch
eons for reports will be held on
Wednesday and Friday with the
final victory dinner Aug. 8 ExMayor Thurston is general chair
man and W A. Nicol ls campaign
director.
*
R. Eaton Fedou. president and
general manager of the Elgin (Ill.)
Courier News, accompanied by Mrs
Fedou and their son were most wel-'
come visitors at The Courier-Ga
zette office Saturday, while home
ward bound from a trip to the Gaspe
Peninsular. Mr. Fedou Is somewhat
accustomed to mountains out in the
wild and wooly West, but he doesn't
really recall a trip like this one he
had over the Gaspe Peninsular.
Likes Maine, and is coming again.
Mrs. Fedou was formerly Marion
Torrey, daughter of the late Willard
Torrey.

Store windows are attractive, due
to Rockland's scenic artist, SilverIn Municipal Court yesterday. King.
98-lt
Judge Dwinal meted out a sentence
of 60 days in jail to Howard Neild,
BURN
who had been found guilty of feloni
McGuire—At Castine, Julv 19. to Mr
ous assault upon Patrolman Roland and Mrs Robert McGuire, x daughter
MrGuire—At Rochester. N H . July
J Sukefortli. Hc appealed and fur 17. to Mr and Mrs Francis McOuIre
a
daughter—Patricia E.len.
nished bail.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
hold a public beano, 7.30 Thursday.
Prize for every beano, and specials,
—adv.
. .
THE PUBLIC
Is cordially Invited to use the

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READING ROOM
Open 2 to 5 P. M.
497 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
BICKNELL BLOCK
Authorized and approved litera
ture on Christian Science may be
read, borrowed or purchased.
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST,
SCIENTIST
ROCKLAND, MAINE

38&50&last Tu-tf

MRS. DAVID TALBOT

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

TUESDAY ONLY, JULY 26
RUDOLPH VALENTINO

In

“SON OF THE SHEIK’’
With VILMA BANKY
Also on lhe same program
THE BELOVED JONES FAMILY

in
“A TRIP TO PARIS"

WEDNESDAY ONLY, JULY 27

LAUREL AND HARDY

In

“SWISS MISS”
Also: “MARCH OF TIME"

THURS.-FRE, JULY 28-29
IGNACE JAN PADEREWSKI
World's Most E'amous Pianist

In

“Moonlight Sonata”
His first and only screen
appearance
Slight advance in prices
50c and 75c, tax included

The Weather Bureau says that
August will be the exact opposite
The week of Jily 27-30 audiences of July. Well, lettercomc, we're
at the Boothbay Playhouse will see used to anything.
that gay. sparkling comedy of Noel
Coward's “I'll Leave It To You."
Mr. and Mrs. O A. Harkness and
The story is that of a large English daughter Betty and Miss Elizabeth
family which, having been left In Harkness who teaches school in
straightened circumstances by the Florence, Mass., were guests Sunday
death of thc father, has been de at Dr. J. A. Richan's.
pending upon the generosity of a
A meeting of the Brann-Dubord
reputedly wealthy uncle in South
America One day the latter sud Club will be held at the Court House
denly puts In an appearance ln tomorrow night at 8 o'clock for the
place of the usual cheque. From purpose of organizing for the ap
then on things happen, giving impe proaching campaign. All Demo
tus by the neat little trick which cratic candidates are urged to be
alters the lives and careers of six present.
people. A typical Coward comgdy
The welcome sound of the Ramsfull of the well known Coward wit.
sparkle, and bright, amusing dia dell Packing Co s whistle pene
logue.
trated the cloud bank yesterday
morning and the full crew of 250
Speaking before Townsend Club tackled with vim thc 900 bushels
No. 2 last night former Governor of herring which were brought in
Louis J Brann criticised some fea from Eugene Rackliffe's weir at
tures of Maine's old age assistance Wheeler's Bay. The immediate out
law. He said the methods used to look for more fish Is not, however,
admit the aged and needy to the too good.
pension rolls should be simplified,
Boat racing at the Public Landing
excluding the endless examinations,
oftentimes by persons having little Sunday, proved Interesting to a
or no knowledge or realization or number of spectators, in spite of the
the needs or feelings of the appli foggy weather. Earle Bickmore, *n
cants. He believed that the bene his boat “Jeep" came in first, with
fits accruing to the aged were far Frederick Merritt second in “Mis
too small, being spread out too take." Others followed in this or
much. He advocated that the next der. J. Alton Perry, ln "Sea Gull;"
Governor ask the Legislature to me Robert Blackman. Fred Jealous, ln
morialize the United States Con "Arietta 2nd;" and Fred Haskell in
gress in favor of the Townsend Act. "Sea Biscuit;" Robert Hills was
Ex-Mayor Charles M Richardson forced to drop out. on account of a
jammed center-board.
acted as chairman.
•

The sunny skies which are greet
ing Barnett's Circus in Camden to
day are a marked contrast to the
deluge from which it suffered while
in Bath Friday. After the afternoon
performance was over there were
flve feet of water on the surround
ing premises, and It was necessary
to build a temporary bridge to ac
commodate the patrons, of whom
there were 2900 at the evening show.
Between performances the employes
of the circus went in swimming,
some diving from the top of the
ticket wagon. This story was told
yesterday to a Courier-Gazette re
porter, by Jack Oshier. the show's
advance man. who was in the city
on business connected with the
Camden show today. Nobody ever
doubts an advance man's story, but
if they had been skeptical of this
yarn Jack was right there with the
actual photographs to prove what
he said.

DIED
Watts—At Thomaston. July 24. Helen
T . widow of Bart K Watts, aged 95
years. 13 days. Funeral Wednesday at
2 o'clock from the Cushing Funeral
Home.
Gardner—At Augusta. July 24. former
U 8 Senator Obadiah Gardner, aged
87 years. 10 months. 11 days. Funeral
services Wednesday at 130 p m. at
Knowlton A Hewlns Funeral Home In
Augusta Interment ln Rockland.
Shields—At Rockland. July 25. Emma
O Shields, aged 93 years. 2 months
Funeral Wednesday morning at 9
o'clock lrom St Bernard's Church.
Please omit flowers.
Simpson—At Warren, July 24. Cora,
widow of Thomas Simpson, aged 81
years. 3 months. 15 days.
Funeral
Tuesday at 2 p m from residence of
Annie Watta
Interment In Sterling
cemetery
Simmons—At Southwest Harbor. July
24. Captain Brainerd Simmons, former
ly of Rockland Committal service at
Achorn cemetery at 1.30 this afternoon

The Fairmount iWest Virginian
prints a three-column picture un
der which appears this note of local
Interest: The train (in the picture)
consists of 66 cars of slack coal pro
duced at the Grant Town mine of
the Koppers Coal Co ln Northern
West Virginia and transported over
the Baltimore & Ohio R R. to the
Port Richmond piers in Philadel
phia, where it was transshipped by
water to the Lawrence Portland Ce
ment Co. at Rockland. Maine. Mak
ing up a train of this size from one
mine is so unusual that coal and
railroad men were much interested.
And a shipment of this size (ap
proximately 3000 tons) to a single
buyer is also unusual

Summer Clearance Sale. Alfreda
Perry. 7 Llmerock street, city —adv

northwarren
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Campbell
and daughter Marion are passing a
vacation at their farm here.
Aarne Lipponcn has moved to
"Com hill" and Is occupying the
Partridge property.
Allen Creamer Is staying with
Edward Whitney this summer.
Willis Moody Is again 111 and a
complete rest has been ordered
White Oak Grange will hold a
pie sale Friday night, thc women
members to take pies and the men,
money and appetites
The first
and second degrees will be worked
on three candidates. Old Folks
Night will be observed Aug. 5 with
degree work and a havest feast.

Dr. Edward W. Peaslee

Dentist
420 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
'
TEL. 611-M
Associated with Dr. R. L. Stratton
81-tf

IN MKMORIAM

BURPEES
MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1

1-36S MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
ItttX

In loving memory of Julia E Harris
who passed away July 26. 1933.
Sweet memories will linger forever.
Time cannot change them. It's true.
Years that may come cannot sever
Our loving remembrance of you
Lovingly remembered by husband,
daughters, son, and sister.
*

Ambulance Service

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our sincere thanks
and appreciation to the many friends,
and especially the bridge club for the
many kindnesses shown our mother
during her Illness, and to us ln our be
reavement; also for the beautiful
flowers sent as tribute
Mr and Mrs Clement Moody. Mr
and Mrs Arshak Semarjlan, Woodrow
Verge, Fnos Verge and Anna Mank
♦
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RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
88tf

Last Friday marked the passing
of one of Rockland's most distin
guished and best loved women. Cora
F. Talbot was born in Rockland Oct.
22, 1857, youngest of three daughters
of William D. and Adella (Perry)
Hewett. In 1881 she was married to
David Talbot and took up her resi
dence in Rockport. In 1888 with
their infant son. William David,
they went to Omaha. Neb. Upon
Mr. Talbot's retirement from busi
ness there they returned to Rock
land in 1906. Since then she has
carried on her life in a quiet, steady
way, finding a corner of love in
many hearts which will ache with
the vacancy her going leaves.
Her affiliations were not numer
ous but her friends found her con
stant interest could be relied upon
under all circumstances.
The
Charity Club and the Tuesday Club
will recall her lov'ng interest. She
was for a long time a member of
the Rubinstein Club. The Garden
Club held her great interest and
her own garden was a source of
great pleasure to her. The Board of
Directors of the Home for Aged
Women will miss her personal care
for the comfort of the members of
the Home She was an influential
member and faithful attendant of
the Church of Immanuel, Universallst.
She is survived by her son, Wil
liam David Talbot, and two grand
daughters, Joan Murray Talbot and
Marion Hewett Talbot, of Portland;
a niece. Maude A. Pratt, and a
nephew, Harry M Pratt, who have
made their home with her for the
past 12 years; a niece, Marion Tal
bot Weidman, of Rockport; and a
nephew. Fred A. Cole, of Roches
ter, N. Y.
The funeral service Monday after
noon was conducted by Rev Dr.
John Smith Lowe. The bearers were
Homer E. Robinson. Wilbur Senter,
Dr William Ellingwood. Alan McAlary, Albert R. Marsh and Eugene
E. Stoddard.
EMMA G. SHIELDS

THOMASTON

Page Three '
Thurston wishes to express her
thanks for their loyal and devoted
help.
j Following the final session Friday
forenoon the entire school wen* to
South Pond for thc picnic in spite
of the rain, and they all pronounced
it thc best picnic ever.

Mrs. Helen T. Watts, widow of
Bart K Watts, died Sunday at her
home. 29 Green street. The funeral
will be held Wednesday at 2 o'clock
from the Cushing Funeral Home.
Rev. H. S. Kilborn officiating.
Mrs. R J. Bowler (Jennie Gonia)
VISIT “THE EMPRESS”
of Waterville and her sister. Mrs.
D. D. Gilstrap (Elizabeth Gonia> I
Modernistic Beauty Salon Is Opened
called yesterday on Mrs Frank D.
In Thomaston By Miss Barbara
Hathorne. Mrs. Gilstrap's home Is
Batchelder
in Modesto, Calif., and she Is East
for the summer.
Thc Sawyer rent at 103 Main
Dr. and Mrs E. R. Biggers had as street, in Thomaston, has been com
weekend guests, Mrs. E. A. Wing pletely renovated for occupancy by
and Mr and Mrs. C. E. Page, Jr., the modernistic Empress Beauty
and son Richard of Bangor
Salon. The shop, very attractively
Mlss Rita C. Smith and her guest done in mauve and peach, offers pa
—OFMrs. John Curran went to Bethel trons every comfort.
Thursday to meet Mtss Harriet
The excellent mechanifcal equip
Martin of New York city, who came ment includes the ultra-modern
with them Friday to visit Miss Thermique permanent waving ma
Smith.
chine. called thc safest, most com
Mrs. Edgar Cobb went to Wash fortable available.
ington. D. C., Sunday called by
The proprietress of The Empress,
the illness of her sister-in-law
Miss Barbara Batchelder, Is a grad
Miss Carleen Davis Is working uate of Crosby High School of Bel
■this summer in Alton, N. H.. where fast and of the Maine State Acad
she was employed the last summer emy of Hair and Beauty Culture
vacation.
of Augusta, and has received a spe
Orman F Ludwig of New Roch cial diploma for facial work. She
WALK OVERS, 8.50; now ......................... $5.95
elle. N Y.. who has been visiting his is thoroughly trained in all types of
niece, Mrs. William T. Smith, for beauty culture.
WALK OVERS, 7.50; now.......................... 4.95
the past few days, went Saturday to
The Empress Salon is open eve
Brighton. Mass., where he will visit nings by appointment. Telephone
WALK-OVERS, odd styles, now .............. 3.95
his son before returning home.
52-3. Thomaston.
The Garden Club will have an
all-day picnic next Thursday at the
WHITE SHOES, formerly 4.00 and 4.40;
SOUTH WARREN
cottages of Mrs. Edward Elliot and
Mrs. Albert Elliot at Bird's Point
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Smalley
now .................................................................... 1.98
In Cushing. Arrangements for cars and daughter Ruth of Worcester,
are being made by Mrs. R. O Elliot Mass., were callers last Thursday
ENNA JETTICKS, 6.00; now...................... $4.95
Mrs. Earle Risteen went Sunday at C. J Copeland's.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond
to Nashua. N. H.. to visit her par
ents for two weeks She went up accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. E A
ARCH PRESERVERS, 9.50; now........... $5.95
with Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Tuck- Burns of Friendship spent thc
ett and their son Glendon. who weekend on a motor trip to Aroos
were here for the weekend with Mr. took County.
All Shoes Carefully Fitted During Sale
Mr. and Mrs. J W. Linekin and
and Mrs. Risteen.
Miss Margaret Ruggles has as daughter Inez of Worcester. Mass.,
STARTS FRIDAY AND LASTS TEN DAYS
supper guests Saturday Mrs. John called on friends here recently on
Creighton. Mrs. Carleton. Miss Rita return from a trip to Quebec.
ALL SALES CASH
Smith, and Mrs. John Curran of
California and Miss Harriet Mar
tin of New York who are visiting
Miss Smith.
UUT orV-’-r
The Thursday Club had picnic
THE SEA Or
<4
UNCERTAlNTY^hB
supper last night outdoor on the
ROCKLAND, ME.
432 MAIN STREET
rocks at the Port Clyde Lighthouse,
Luilhthe STARS to Guide YOU
Mrs. W B D. Gray and Mrs. Ed
ward Dornan the hostesses Cards
Our POWERATING
were played afterward at Mrs. DorPlan gives your used car
nan's home.
money absolute protec
Mrs. Horsley's guests at her party
tion. Be guided to safety
for Mrs. Alice Robbins' birthday
last Thursday were Miss Florence by the
Newhall of Rockland. Mrs. Grace
POWERATING Stars
and home-makers "to-be”—
Risteen. Mrs. Susie Peters. Miss
Doris Peters and Miss Katherine
1937 Dodge Coupe
Gilchrest.
1936 Plymouth Sedan
Dr. Henry Thatcher Fowler of
TRUNK
Harmony. R. I. here to attend the
1936
Chevrolet Sedan
observances of the birthday of
TRUNK
his great-great-grandfather. Gen
&
CAIN’S /?
1936 Plymouth Tudor
eral Henry Knox, has been regis
TRUNK
tered at the Knox Hotel.
Music-lovers are looking forward
1936 Dodge Sedan
with keen anticipation to the an
TRUNK
HAYOMNAI#
nual concert tomorrow evening in
1934 Ford Touring
the Baptist auditorium, under the
1934 Buick Sedan
auspices of the Choral Association
of that Church. It brings together
TRUCKS
exceptional talent from summer
Included in
colonies hereabout and from studios
1934 Ford Panel
as well as local musicians. There j 1933 Chevrolet Panel
Cooking School at Park Theatre
ts no admission fee but a sliver off
1934
Ford
Pick-up
ering is asked. Supper will be
served ln the vestry by the Circle
Others priced from
at 6. and the hour of the concert
$25.00 to $750.00
is 8
liUIlUUUulililLi.UuliliUUlMuUULuuiU
At the concert ln the Baptist
Church
auditorium
Wednesday
night. Joseph Jurcinkonls, violincellist will play "Suite in D Minor" ' '
ROCKLAND ' LilifltLa
EEIBI
In I J.... !„.u..... ..................UttUMi
by Corelli; "Berceuse" from Jocelyn
by Godard; “Elegie" by Massenet.
"Tarrantella" by Squire.
At the Pentecostal Mission Wed
nesday the subject will be “Sancti
fication Made Plain." Thursday,
“Re-Rewards of Grace." Friday
• The Outstanding Roaster Buv of the Year • Sale Closes Saturday Night! •
a story. "The Life of Enoch."

Died in the house at 70 Broad
street in which she was born more
than 93 years ago Emma O Shields.
She was the third child born in
Rockland to Charles and Anne
Crawford Shields. They were Cap
tain William J. Shields. USA., Mrs
Garrett Coughlin, Mrs John Reed.
John H. Shields and Charles A.
Shields of Vinalhaven
Educated la the public schools of
Rockland, she had also the privilege
of attending Miss Sophia Spofford's
private school—an experience most
formative and of which she always
spoke with great appreciation Nat
urally a student and a lover of
books, she was an authority on
many historical events; interested
in the events of the present, she fol
lowed the trend of the times that
are making history even question
ing closely the dally reports from
Spain and China
An outstanding personality in
every respect, gifted with physical
as well as mental strength, and with
a love of imparting knowledge she
was one of the leading teachers of
her time. All during her public
school work she kept abreast of the
latest methods by attendance ln
many sessions of the Martha's Vine
yard summer school, at Salem Nor
mal summer sessions, at Glen Falls
as well as at the summer schools ln
(Maine.
Her early experience was gained
in the towns of Owl's, Head. South
Thomaston, Vinalhaven and Hur
ricane Isle. She was elected to
teach ln Rockland In 1872 and was
retired in 1918, having been a shap
ing Influence In the lives of many,
Vacation Bible School
many students. Her funeral occurs.
Thursday
evening in the Baptist
Wednesday, at 9 a. m. from St.
Bernard's Church of which she was Church auditorium the Daily Va
cation Bible School had an open
a devoted and lifelong member.
session attended by Interested
friends who had an opportunity to
DEER ISLE
inspect the handwork done during
the two weeks and gain an idea of
The schooner 'Grey Goose' from the course of study. Thc classes
Boothbay Harbor with thc captain marched in to the music of "Jesus
and crew of eight boys spent thc Bids Us Shine," played by Raymond
weekend in Sylvester’s Cove.
Knowlton, fife, and Miss Olive
Matthew Fay Jr., who has been Rowell, piano. The smallest child
with his mother at Sylvester s Cove ren carried candles, and holding
has returned to Quincy. Mass.
them alight on the platform they
Mr. and Mrs James Donahue of sang a verse of that hymn.
Quincy are spending a week with
Mtss Louise Thurston, thc direc
Mrs. Louise Fay.
tor, conducted the service and led
Dr. William S. Tillett of New the songs, wtthi several of the
York city will join his family at teachers leading their classes in
the McVeigh house this week
memory verses and questions and
Dr. Allen Chesney of Baltimore, answers. Miss Gwendolyn Barlow,
arrived Monday at Dunham's Point. secretary-treasurer, read thc rec
The Sunset Church Aid fair will ords and presented the financial re
be held Thursday.
port. Thc evening offering was i
A fine musical service was led taken by Russell Kelley and Edwin
by Rev. Ratsell at the Sunset Leach, for the offertory Raymond
Church Sunday evening. Vbcal Knowlton playing two selections
selections were rendered by Trux on the fife: "Lullaby and Good
ton Craven and Rev. Mr. Ratsell. night,” and “Field Ensign."
Organ selections were played by
In closing they sang "Evening
Harvey Harmon.
Prayer," their closing song each
day.
The attendance has been excel
Potato growers with tuber unit
plots are being urged constantly to lent this summer, averaging 75. The
rogue those plots this season be teachers were Mtss Rowell, Miss
Clark.
Miss
Christine
fore the aphids have spread to Marte
healthy plants. Unusual caution is Moore, Mrs. H. F. Leach, Mrs.
necessary this year when disease Frank
Richards
and
Warren
is common in commercial plantings Macgowan; and to them all Miss

LADIES’
SHOES

■

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

Home Economics Experts

both. maluL botto/L
AaladA. with.

ONNAISE

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

No More After Saturday at This Price!
X.77.Z/.7

irvns -

—c

Value

Westinghouse Roaster ............................ $22.95
Glass Bake Dishes...................................
5.00
Broiler-Griddle ............................................
4.95
Stand ..............................................................
4.95

Total Value $37.85

for Homos
Apart ments
Cottages
Trailers
Camps

Now Only..
•70 Down
$2 Monthly
or
.9,7
faith

Coolsft Everything!
Here’s a smart, portable electric roaster (in reality a miniature electric range)
that does all cooking operations. Has large capacity, it’s fast, economical, compact
and portable. Cooks a complete meal for 8 or 10 with oven speed.

Whether you are at home, cottage or camp you will lind that it will fill the bill in
every way. You need no other cooking equipment for it does everything a range will
do. Automatic temperature control maintains proper heat without any watching on
your part.

No Special
Wiring Necessary!

Plugs Into any

CEHT1
POWI

AINE
MFAHY

Convenience Outlet!

I

Every-OtKer-Daf
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“Devil Of The Deep”
Octopus, Greatly Feared,
Also Finds Way To the
Dinner Table

People and Spots in the Late News

Our

whether they've changed it or not. |
I do hope this tells you what you
wanted to know. If there's any- '
thing else I can tell you, don't hesi
tate to write me.’’

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
ALWAYS GOODBYE”

Book

April 5 Mr. Simonton wrote to
BACK TO EARTH . . . Howard Hughes, millionaire aviator
and sportsman, eases his 12-ton transport plane, New York
Miss Bristow:
No mythical monster was that
World’s Fair 1939, onto Floyd Bennett Field, New York, com
10-foot octopus recently reported
i “I should have acknowledged repleting speedy around world dash of 3 days, 19 hours, cutting
to have been killed off the coast of
l eeipt of your interesting letter long
in half Wiley Post’s 1933 record.
Oregon after an attack on a 30-foot
ere this, but be sure it was deeply j
fishing boat.
appreciated by myself and others1
“One of Nature’s more nightmar
of your admirers down in this ‘neck
ish creatures," observes a bulletin
Authors for the most part seem
from the Washington, D. C„ head
of the woods’. We are all looking
to be a very likeable lot, human forward eagerly to reading 'The
quarters of the National Geogra
phic Society, "the octopus is as
just like you and me—and with this Handsome Road’. I leceived from [
tangible as breakfast kippered her
thought in mind I am prompted to the publishers a ’foreword’ of same 1
ring—and is, in some parks of the
world at least, an equally familiar
give you a bit of the correspondence in which I was interested. How I
dish on the family menu.
should like to have an autographed
J. H. Simonton of 22 Main street,
"With the giant squid, chambered
copy! Would it be possible to get^
Camden, has been having with one through you? Didn't think
nautilus, argonaut and others, this
marine animal is a member of the
Gwen Bristow, author of "Deep “Action at Aqulla" touched ‘An
class cephalopoda (meaning ‘headSummer
” and "The Handsome thony Adverse', but am hoping your
footed). Pound in deep and shal
TO SUCCEED CARDOZO? . . . Politi
low water of most of the world's
Road.
”
two
books from tne Crowell latest will compare with 'Deep
PANDA AND HER PAN . . . Pandora,
cal rumors were that Sen. Robert F.
seas, its various species range in
new baby giant panda at New York's
Wagner of New York, ardent New
press
which
are receiving most ex- ! Summer’, but 'hae me douts'. I see
size from less than 12 inches in
Bronx zoo, amuses daily throngs by
Dealer, would be named to Supreme
I ln the papers that several writers
full arm-spread to a super ’board
clinging to her aluminum feeding
cellent levlews. Mr. Simonton was
Court vacancy created by death at
and authors are coming to the
ing-house reach' of nearly 30 feet
pan for dear life; Dr. Charles R.
68 of Justice Benjaman F. Carinspired to write Miss Bristow just coast of Maine for backgrounds.
Schroeder, who dictates her diet, ,
Unlike the nautilus and argonaut,
dozo. No nomination is likely for
won’t permit her to eat from any ;
after he had read “Deep Summer,” Why don't you come sometime and
however, celebrated for their beauty
some months. fcTV Senate could not
other and when Pandora goes hun J
in story and verse, the octopus, with
ratify before January.
and
here is the letter he received in get inspiration for a novel about
gry there’s panda-wnninm' ,
'Vf
the squid, has long been relegated
our early days? Within a few miles
reply:
to the role of villain in atrocity of
of us are Castine. Mt. Destert and
•
•
•
•
the deep.
I Pemaquid. where there were white
Jan. 16,
Evil Appearance bends Color to
settlers long before the British
Legend
“Thank you for your kind letter. landed at Plymouth Rock. Am en
"Since sailors first spun their ad- ;
llerktrt Marshall, Lynn Bari, Barbara Stanwyck, Cesar Romero, Ian
I'm so glad you and your friends closing folder regarding this vici
venture yams, the octopus has been
Hunter and little Johnnie Russell (left to right) enact a dramatic farewell
nity.
Thanking
you
so
much
for
associated in popular fancy with |
enjoyed 'Deep Summer’ ana I do
in 20th Century-Fox's “Always Goodbye."—«adv.
MASK. VEIL UNITE . . .
such legendary creatures as the
appreciate your taking tne trouble the letter I am wishing you every
European
conditions
have
Minotaur and the sea-serpent. With j
success."
made gas masks emergency
to tell me so.
his mournful, hoodlike face, hu ]
• • • •
raiment even of nuns and
bulging, lidless eyes, and eight
"You asked for some information
priests, known for their he
To
which
Miss
Bristow replied
writhing arms bristling with suck
about myself. I was born in South
roic work in air raids. This
ers. his appearance alone is terri
April
12:
London nun is one of many
Carolina and went to the public
fying enough to provoke a racon
taking British government
"Your letter was fine, and in spite
schools in Abbeville and Columbia
teur into fiction. Both Jules Verne. |
instruction in control of in
of
your doubts. I'm optimistic
Then I went to Judson Collge in
for example, and Victor Huge in )
cendiary bombs and poison
his ‘Toilers of the Sea' present
Alabama, and after finishing there enough to hope you're going to en
vivid and fearsome—but Inaccurate |
I attended the Columbia University joy 'The Handsome Road' as much
accounts of fights between men and
School of Journalism, in New York as ’Deep Summer’. I'll be delighted
octopuses
After a year there I got a job on to autograph a copy for you as re>"Ir. addition to quivering, strik
the
New Orleans Times-Picayune ,’uesUd 1 am golng t0 New Orleans
ing out with his tentacles and
as a reporter—the Job was supposed about the tlme the book 15 pub’
otherwise expressing menace, this
eight-armed prize fighter also has
to be only for the summer, as I in | Ushed and if you like I can au fia disconcerting habit of showing
tended finishing the School of igraph a copy in one of tbe book
emotion by rapid changes in coior.
Journalism,
but after II had
had been
been fctores there and have the store
An octopus at bay turns red with
rage, squirting toward the assailant
here a month or two I was so de-, mail it to you C O D. If you want
REPORTS EMPLOYMENT
lighted, both with newspaper work Ime
d° thls' wU1 you drop me a
and ink>' fluid that pollutes the
PICKUP . . . John D. Biggers,
President, Libbey - Owens - Ford
note?
water and forms an effective pro
and
with
New
Orleans,
that
I
gave
Glass Co., and administrator na
tective screen about him.
PARIS FASHION FLASH . . .
“The leaflet you sent me about
up ideas of school and stayed on
tional unemployment census for
“While stories of his misdeeds
New importance given to leather
the Maine countryside is fascinat
U.
S.
government
last
fall,
an

the
paper
eight
years
are often exaggerated, the reputa
trimmings by French style crea
ing I have never been north of
nounced company had returned
tors is apparent in this smart en
tion of an infuriated octopus is not
“While I was working for the
990 to work in past three months
Connecticut, so my knowledge of
semble made of two kinds of
wholly undeserved. This ’devil fish
Times-Picayune.
I
covered
every
and reopening Rossford, O.. plate
wool materials in two shades of
New England has been gleaned
has been known to make vicious at
sort of story except real estate and
glass plant would immediately
chamois yellow. Accessories are
tacks on other large ocean denizens
the
stock
market.
I
don't
know
mostly from books' but 11 dces
employ
400
more.
,
■
-«
brown.
as well as on men and boats. Many
how I happened to escape those. sound llke a most Interesting counof the smaller species are inoffen
but I did everything else from mur-1 ,ry' and lf 1 ever get a chance 1
sive and even timid, but the 'big
should love to visit Maine."
shots' of the ocean are ferocious another weakness of the octopus. ♦ +
ders to the household page; crime,
* <•
in action. And unlucky is the deep- Men use it for bait, together with
+
t
I
jailbreaks. interviews with celebri
+
sea diver who comes within range fleabane the smell of which coaxes
• ❖ ties. moving pictures, conventions,) The writer of this column, land
the cephalopods to loosen their
of the clutching tentacles.
❖
❖
+
• i clubs, and I was even automobile Our readers, too) is grateful to Mr
+
"The diet of the octopus consists grip on a rock when knife slashing
*
• ❖
♦
only
makes
them
cling
more
stub

largely of crustaceans and similar
editor for one summer. One yeai Simonton for these delightful letters
-I- -8+
♦
• + I joined the Ringling Brothers cir- which make us feel quite acquainted
+
sea food. When the menu is es bornly. Aristotle mentions the bait
By Chuck Cochard
•••
❖
+
method
of
capture
pecially plentiful, he may pursue
j dus for the sake of getting a feature J wnt Miss Brisio-v who has giver.
“A favorite recipe of ancient
several items at once, holding his
Hollywood iExclusive*—Vacations where all the criminals gather. As story on the inside of circus life, us ‘wo rema'kably fine novels
captures in some of his arms, while Greeks and Romans was octopus
The 100-fool high South Towers of the 1939 Golden Gate Inter
stretching out for others. (Appar pie. Removing the arms, cooks will be few and far between this per usual Charles Boyer steals Fie and 1 wore P‘nlt tights and rode abou: Iouisiana.
national Exposition on Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay.
ently the octopus has more arms stuffed the body with spices and year in Hollywood for the movie film with a cla-e rival in Hedy La- <the elephant in the performance| From the review which Mr. Sim- Tower in foreground is entrance to the Palace of Homes and Gar
than brains, for he has been ob baked it.
marr. A three Star-lite attraction. Another time (it was one summer onton enclosed with the letter, I dens while tower in the rear leads to the Palace of Mines, Metals
“Today, their descendants along stars!
and Machinery and the Hall of the Mineral Empire.
served in captivity to eat his own
After a slow year of making films.
"Little M.ss Broadway," featuring when red shoes were the fashion).! will quote at random: It concerns
arms, even when provided with the Mediterranean still find octo
the
city
editor
sent
me
to
the
jail
pus
good.
One
Italian
restaurant
"The
Handsome
Road"
—
and
says:
the motion picture companies have Shirley Temple, with George Murplenty of food.)
in New York city makes it a special suddenly started on a drive to fill Phy and Jimmy Durante, is a grand to talk to a lady who was on trial
“It will be good news that this
Playmate for the Baby
ty. displaying an advertisement in the shortage of pictures in the the- picture for Temple fans and one of j f°r having shot her husband, and bright young Southern woman,
“An acrobat of sorts, some species the window when the dish is in
atres, which caused the film com- her best to date. It s the story of she told me seriously that I really Gwen Bristow (who was born in
of octopus, when ready to spring, season."
Carolina)
has
written
panies to re-issue old pictures to an orphan <Shirley) who is adopt- shouldn’t wear red shoes because ' South
balance themselves by attaching
3
1
IO
2
4
5
8
7
several tentacles to the sea floor, at
meet the demand of theatre owners.1 ed by a proprietor of an old vaude- they didn't look refined. Her idea 1 another long, rich story about the
the same time reaching out and
Motion picture production will ville hotel and how she aids in sav- seemed to be that a little husband sheramy and Larne families of old
w II
grasping the prey with those left
12soar to an all-time high during this ing him from bankruptcy with her shooting was all right, but when it; Louisiana. It is not a sequel, be
over. Once the victim is snared
w
came
to
wearing
red
shoes
—
,
cause
she
skips
about
50
years
bexw;
To
Pass
Regulations
They
month
'
*'
ith
more
in
work
clever
acting
and
singing.
Catchy
the octopus weighs anchor and
I 15
lb
17
13
14
“All this time, while I was travel-i tween books; but this one is equally
j and more people employed in every songs George Murphy almost steals
pounces upon him. With umbrella
Must Undergo a Rigid phase of production than at any the picture from the child star. A i Ung about the state on assignments exciting and glamorous. We hope
like membranes drooping about the
ifc
20
21
22
19
trapped creature, the powerful, par
I was becoming more and more fas that The Handsome Road’ will not
Canning Test
time ln the industry's history. The three Star-Llte film.
rot beak of the octopus ls then in
cinated
with
the
Louisiana
back

be
advertised
as
'another
Civil
War
number of films simultaneously in
w
Anita Louise, often referred to as
position to do the rest.
After two years of investigation work is expected to reach 70 far- Hollywood's most beautiful woman, ground, and had begun to think I novel,' because the point of view
23
2b
14 o 25
“Miniature varieties of the octo
W
a
cannery
bean
grading
program
should
like
to
write
novels
about
it
is
entirely
new,
and
the
emphasis
exceeding
the
old
mark
of
56.
was born in New York city, of Eng
pus, on the other hand, while no
SUU
2$>
some day. I jotted down items is upon the meteoric career of Cor27
29
• • • »
lish, French and German parents.
more prepossessing than the large was officially launched under State
monsters, are such harmless crea and Federal supervision, this week
over a period of years, and accumu rie May Upjohn of Rattletrap
Evidently Norma Shearer ls not
tures that one could safely trust
30
lated a pile of notebooks, but I was Square
Where most Civil War
EAST UNION
them with the baby. It is recorded, Marketing Chtet Charles M. White the unanimous choice of movie fans
so busy I didn't have much time, stories suffer a sharp drop in inw
for
the
role
of
Scarlett
O
’
Hara
In
in fact, that the Greeks in ancient of the Department of Agriculture,
Meanwhile I) terest during the long reconstrucn 33 34
35
Miss Nina Titus has returned for outside writing.
3b 37 38
times used to present the animals said today. A crew of 15 men will "Gone With the Wind" because ever
to a five-day-old child in order carry on rigid grading at eight fac since the announcement leaked out from Vinal Haven after a short visit got married. My husband, Bruce j tion period, Miss Bristow's story
Manning, was also a newspaper re- j takes an upward jump. For this
that play with their numerous arms
59
I HI
W 40
of David Selznick's studio he has with friends.
might strengthen the little hand tories which will include 12 and 14
porter,
and
we
used
to
talk
a
lot
)
bit
of
po'
white
trash,
who
would
been flooded with thousands of let
substations, he said.
Mr and Mrs William Miller of
grip.
4<
about our chances for writing be a power in the Young Communist
42
43
45
‘More conventional, and credible,
Canning activity is now getting ters protesting this choice And so Augusta are passing a few days at
14,’*,.
books.
Finally
we
began
to
collabo

League
of
the
present
day,
was
by
is the use of the animal’s glandular underway and will reach its peak the search may continue for an- i the Miller homestead
rate on detective stories, since neither this war made able to trail her vel4b
4b
product of ink, or sepia, for water- next week
other Scarlott. Our choice without, tik.
n.w ou ,
49
47
50
L
,
lne vacation Bible School which of us at that time felt capable of vet gowns and peacock feathers up
color work and dyes. This sepia
question
would
be
Tallulah
Banku
ij
,
-n.
.
.
„
.
.
.
w
The
purpose
of
the
grading
pro

”
.
„
t.
,
,
u
h0,ds
sesslons
Tuesdays
at
2
o'clock
was the ancient ‘India ink;
attempting more serious work. Our, the noblest residential street ln
head, who really hails from the1
52
51
53
"The octopus also makes good gram is to assure a quality product
under supervision of Miss Margaret first detective story was called 'The j America—'the handsome road' that
L
South
(Alabama).
fish bait, its main value among and is in line with Maine's program
w
McKnight. is being well attended. Invisible Host.’ It was later made ran from the Sheramy and Larne
A new Turkish law prohibits
55
Western nations. For human con to produce outstanding foodstuffs,
54
Mr
and
Mrs
Walter
Lindsey
and
into
a
play
by
Owen
Davis,
under
j
plantations
down
to
the
town
of
sumption, cephalopods have been according to White.
children under 16 years of age from
two children are at their home here the title of 'The Ninth Guest; and Dalroy.
prized by various peoples since an
All beans that pass the grading attending film theatres even when for the summer vacation.
cient times. The octopus is a favo
was presented in New York and
"Miss Bristow is an absorbing
HORIZONTAL
, HORIZONTAL(Oont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
accompanied
by
parents
or
adults.
rite oriental dish, and in split and regulations must undergo a rigid
1-Offer resistance
43-Move rapidly'
17-A metal
,
Mrs. Nina Fuller and Mrs Mar Chicago, and the following year was and skillful writer, who convinces
Few
persons
would
ever
realize
it,
dried form is frequently found in test, he said.
6-Saved
45- Royal Academy of
19-Conjunction
made into a moving picture. We her readers that she does know her 11-Greek god of war
tha
Fuller
of
Union
were
callers
but
the
sets
being
used
in
"The
Arts (abbr.)
21- Force (Lat.)
Eastern stores.
For two seasons a careful survey
wrote three other detective stories, background and understands what 12- A rodent
46- lndefinite article
22- Greek letter
The Octopus is a Tobacco Addict of the whole situation has been Great Waltz" picture, which co- Saturday on Mrs. May Robbins,
13- Near by
47- June-bug
24-Fathers
Miss Alice Miller of Rockport is and then my husband got a contract she is talking about.
“In the Mediterranean regions, made and officials and canners are stars Luise Rainer and Fernand
48- Golf mound
15-Consume
26-Soldier’s dally allow
visiting her grandmother, Mrs Ida to go to Hollywood and write screenpickled cephalopods are popular. convinced that the activity is well Gravet. cover some 30 acres.
16- Superlative suffix
50-Western State of
ance (Fr.)
plays.
When
I
went
to
Hollywood
17- A supposition
United States(abbr.) 28-Vessel (abbr.)
One interesting method of captur merited, he said.
Joan Crawford will go back to Watts for a time.
MICKIE
SAYS
—
18-ln the capacity of 51-Twisted hemp
with him it was the first real leisure
j29-Look
ing the beasts is practiced by Tu
the kind of a part that made her [
(Lat.)
|52-Vegetable spikes.
31- Began
nisian fisherman of North Africa,
I had had ln years, so I dug out
famous (a dancing girl) in "The
20-Rages
54-A church festival
32- Narrate
who tie earthenware pars together
all my Louisiana note books and
POUT SORROW VOUH.
Shining
Hour."
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dancing
part

22- Before
55-Empties
33- lsles off the coast of
and rop them to the floor of the
NEIGH BOrtS PAPER
got
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the
book
that
even

23Vase
with
a
footfpl.)
Ireland
ner will be the very clever Tony
sea.
Attracted by the smooth,
HE'LL LIKE tr BETTER,
25-End
|34-Attempt
tually became 'Deep Summer'.
VERTICAL
DeMarco.
white surfaces of these containers,
AMP VOu'lL PEEL BETTER,
26- English school
[35-Series (abbr.)
ud>
“I have just finished another
octopuses creep inside, to be raised
“Snow White and the Seven
IF VOU COME IU AUD
27- Herb of the onion
36-Parity
later when a profitable number
novel
about
Louisiana,
which
will
be
family
(pi.)
1- lmpervious to light 37-Brother of Jacob
SUSSeRiBE FOP-VCURDwarfs has just been dubbed in
have been caught. Tobacco is
29Be
upright
2Father
......
j
(Bible)
published in May by the Crowell
owu eopy= eveu vie
the tenth foreign language.
3- Crude metal
(38-Relative rank
30- Residence (abbr.)
WILL LIKE tT 0ETTE1
company
It
Is
called
’
The
Hand

Janet Gaynor's part in "Three
Si-Ocean
4- Wither
40-Finer
some Road’. I hope you get a
32-Grades
5- Large properties
43-Trust
Loves Has Nancy” with Robert
35-Russian plains
chance to read it. It deals with
6- Wool-bearing animal 44-Period of time
Montgomery and Franchot Tone
7- Go by
devoid of trees
47-Speck
the
river
country
in
the
19th
cen

will be a definite departure from
39- Makes a mistake
8- Science
49-Epoch
tury.
the sweet girl role she always has
40- A vegetable
9- Musical note
51-Recording Secretary
■ATEJI
“My home address now is 726
41- The Orient
10-Protect
(abbr.)
played.
42- Place
14-Twist
53-Musical note
North Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills,
to Your hotel to BOSTON
Ricardo Cortez Is directing pic
Calif. However, I am, as you can
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tures at Twentieth Century-Fox—
mimomS wnataM
see by this stationery, visiting Newlatest
is
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Harold Lloyd’s latest effort, "Pro
Columns Are
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probably be here two or three weeks
fessor Beware,” is being reported
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more.
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as his best in recent years.
w E R E
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“ ‘Deep Summer' was published
GUANICA, P. R. — Marcia HurB A s S
B A L E
D 1
“Algiers" starring Charles Boyer,
S C R 1 B E D
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Hedy Lamarr, Sigrid Gurie and tado, 10-year-old daughter of a in England last September, and is
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Puerto Rican laborer, hugs a new
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Joseph Calleia is really one of the addition to the family’s supply of now being serialized in a magazine
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° M E L E T
fine pictures of the year. It is meat and milk. Local Industries pro in Denmark. It will be published
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O G r o
C E R E
in
book
form
ln
Denmark
sometime
adapted from a French picture with vide housing and are encouraging
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a story centering around the French the raising of goats to add variety this year. As I’m not able to read
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quarter of Algiers and a sectuu and vitamins to employees' diet.
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

Tobacco growers
know “inside”
reasons for
preferring Camels

Latrst news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Perry, Floyd has been largely patronized by peo
Benner, Miss Sally Sprague, Miss ple from this and adjoining towns. I
• • • •
Edith Perry and Mr. and Mrs. Gar
At Waldo Theatre
land Day motored to Lebanon, N
H„ Sunday as guests of Mr. and
Waldo Theatre is privileged to
present a Maine premiere showing
Mrs. Clyde Benner and son.
Miss Mary Coombs of Poland, of one of the most important cinema
niece of Dr. G. H. Coombs of thts classics Thursday and Friday. Ignace 1
town and Augusta, who is a science Jan Paderewski, world’s most fa- j
teacher at Long Island, N. Y., and mous pianist in “Moonlight Sonata.” i
Paderewski, at 75, is now living ln I
Miss Eva Pulsifer were recent visi
retirement in his villa at Morges
tors at Mr. and Mrs A. D. Grays'.
near Lausanne. His has been a life I
George Kuhn of Hartford' Is
filled with romance and glory, dur- j
spending a vacation with his mother,
|
ing which he made 18 tours of the
Mrs. Bessie S. Kuhn.
United States and played ln pracThe Vacation Bible School opened I tically every leading city of the
Monday under direction of Mrs. C.
world. He was persuaded to emerge 1
Vaughn Overman. There ls a large
temporarily from retirement and
registration.
come to Denham Studios, England. !
Mrs. Earle Spear is working for in order that the world might have |
Mrs. Percy Moody.
a lasting impression of his art.
,
Capt. Melling of the Carienglen
It is uwlikely that the concert '
Steamship Lines, who sails from halls of the world will ever hear
Scotland to Montreal and Portland him again, and the only way we can
and Wilfred Drake of Montreal1 see and hear him today is in this .
spent Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. motion picture masterpiece, "Moon- !
Lawrence Weston.
light Sonata." This picture has i
Mrs S H. Weston has returned run nine consecutive weeks ln the
from Bremen where she passed a Fine Arts Theatre, Boston.
week at the Weston Camp with her
daughter. Mrs. Otto Kimmick.
FRIENDSHIP
Miss (Frances Simmons has re
Mrs Angle Fernald of South
turned from a short visit in Boston.
Portland
and Ernest Simmons of
Mr and Mrs. Castner Blaisdell
were in Pemaquid Sunday to attend Boston were callers Wednesday on
the funeral for Mr. Blaisdell's ' Gertrude Oliver.
grandmother, Mrs. Charles Blaisdell.
Arthur MacFarland has employ
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hagen of ment at the Morse boat shop ln
Massena, N. Y., are guests of Dr. 1 Thomaston.
and Mrs. Franklin Randolph
Mrs Nellie Wallace of South '
Mrs. Winona Cameron was a busi Waldoboro was in this vicinity i
ness visitor Saturday in Bath.'
Wednesday on business.
Mrs. Jessie Benner. Miss Marcia
The Advent Sunday School held
Benner and Percy Turner visited its annual ipicnic Wednesday at
Saturday in Lewiston.
South Pond.
Stanley I. Bailey of Philadelphia
Mrs. Bernice Osier and daughter
who is passing a vacation here with Margaret of Rockland are guests
Mrs. Bailey. went Friday to Weld of Mr and Mrs. Bedfleld Miller.
where he visited his parents, Mr
Walter Wotton who has been
and Mrs. Irving S Bailey, over the
seriously ill is somewhat improved
weekend.
Mrs. Jack Newbig is caring for
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Wallace, son
him.
Maynard, Mr. and Mrs. Loomis
Mrs Josephine Lawry and daugh
Young and two sons spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Wes ter Eda. accompanied (by Agnes
ton at the Weston farm. Keene's Winchenpaw and Gertrude Oliver
motored Wednesday to Waldoboro
Neck, Bremen.
Mr and Mrs. Otto Kimmick and and Thomaston. Enroute home,
son Lawrence have returned to they called on Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Tenafly, N J., after two weeks' va Burns of South Waldobboro.
Mrs. Percy Wotton has returned
cation spent in town and at the
Weston camp, with Mrs. Kimmick's to Staten Island, N Y. after two
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S H. Weston. weeks' stay at her summer home.
Mrs. Clarence Hilt, daughter Ma Mr Wotton will remain longer
Mrs. Lizzie Miller. Mrs. Gertrude
rion and John Rider were in Port
land Sunday to visit Mr. Hilt who is Oliver, Mrs. Josephine Lawry and
a surgical patient at the State Street daughter Eda recently attended a
supper at Union Church in South
Hospital.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Weston en Waldoboro which was supervised
tertained over the weekend Mr. and by Mr. and Mrs. Standish.
The Ladies' Aid will serve a sup
Mrs. Fred Leon of Portland and
Mr and Mrs. Packard of Presque per ln the vestry of the Methodist
Isle at the Weston farmhouse in Church Wednesday, from 5.30 to
j 7.30 p. m. The menu will consist of
Bremen.
Dr. and Mrs. Pierpont of Wash baked beans, cold meat, salads and
ington, and their niece Mrs. Karl the usual pies, cakes, doughnuts and
von Hacht, and children Rosemarie ' coffee. Public is invited.
Rev. William Lewis, paster of the '
and Karl of Berkeley, Calif., were
at Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lovell's re M. E. Church, preached an interestcently. Mrs. von Hacht is the ! ing sermon Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Simmons of
daughter of Edward Weeks, who
went to California over 50 years ago. Port Clyde and family were week
Mr. Weeks lives on Lovett street end guests of James Murphy and
ln the house now occupied by Mrs. family.
Prof. Jones of New Jersey who is
Mary Achorn.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Kingsbury vacationing at his summer home j
have returned to Portland after ' Davis Point called on Llewellyn1
Oliver Saturday.
vLsjting Mr. and Mrs. Charles.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Carter and
Mtss Dorothea Waltz is visiting
Mrs. Dudley Hovey at Martin's son Donald and Charles Collamore
were in Portland on business re
Point.
Mrs. Ina Smith ls at Cooper s cently.
Mr. and Mrs Sumner Teele of
Mills this week visiting her daugh
Somerville called on Capt. and Mrs.
ter, Mrs. Irwin Welblen.
Melvin Lawry last week.
Ready For Festival
Dr. R. A. Lynch is a guest at
Plans are going rapidly forward Martin's Point.
Miss Lucille Snow who has been
for the lawn festival to be given
Thursday for the benefit of local guest of Mrs. Dwight Wotton has j
charities and the Lincoln Home on returned to her home in Ayer. Mass. |
Mr. and Mrs William Sherriff
the lawn of Mrs Gay on Main
street. The program to be presented and daughter Louise and Mr. and
during the evening includes many Mrs. Olosler of Wollaston, Mass, |
fine musical numbers. Mrs Evelyn who have been guests of Capt. and [
J. Vogel of New York, who has a Mrs. Melvin Lawry, have returned
summer residence in town, is well home.
Mrs. Frank Ouptlll, Mrs. Marlon
known on the concert stage and the
committee is fortunate in obtaining Obrien and daughter Carolyn of
Mrs. Vogel's consent to sing on this Ayer, Mass., were at the Oliver
occasion. She has a voice of re Brown cottage over the weekend.
Joseph Fernandez formerly of
markable beauty and power, and will
be accompanied by Charles Lundell this town Is a surgical patient at
of New York and Friendship, who is the Bath City Hospital.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver has gone
a pianist of note.
Miss Aune Mlete of Wiscasset, to Augusta where she will be guest
dressed ln native costume, will of her cousin, Mrs. Albert Mank.
Mrs. Nellie Wallace of South Wal
again delight the audience with
selections on the piano accordion doboro, Edna Wheeler of Waterville.
Raymond Piercy, who made a hit Mrs. Isadore Hoffses and H. E.
last year with baritone solos, has Johnson of Waldoboro, Mr. and
promised to sing several numbers; Mrs. George Mitchell and Mr and
and John Newbum, local favorite, Mrs. Sidney Carter of this town
will contribute Irish songs. Mrs motored to Pemaquid Light Sun
Louise Jackson, a member of the day where they had a picnic.
Mrs. J. W. Tufts of Martins
Woman's Club, will be at the piano.
A pleasing and unusual feature Point entertained the Friendly Club
will be "The Duckie Yodelling of Thomaston at the Community
Twins" who have a summer home ln house Wednesday night with 29
Bristol. The “All Staters" will fur present. Supper was served and a
social evening with various games
nish music during the evening.
Many other attractions will please enjoyed.
Mrs. Melvin Lawry attended the
the patrons both afternoon and eve
ning. At 3 o’clock a baby show will funeral of Capt Ellard Geyer which
be held for which awards will be was held Thursday afternoon at
given, and from 5 until 7 o'clock a the Davis Chapel, Thomaston, Capt.
lobster stew supper will be served. Geyer was formerly of this town.
The Methodist Ladles Aid Will
This festival is an annual event and

These planters tell
what they know about
Camel's finer, more
expensive tobaccos
SWAN DIVE —Marshall Wayne's easy grace

HALF-TWIST—Split-second timing—perfect

JACK-KNIFE—Muscles tense in the blue—

INTERMISSION—and a Camel! "Always after

depends on muscular coordination and castiron weree qontrol. Wayne clinched top
e r
diving honors for the U. S. A. in
••
the last Olympic competition.

form! Naturally, Marshall Wayne can’t
risk jitters. Discussing smoking, he says:
"Camels are easy on my nerves—they set me
riglit. Most divers 1 know prefer Camels.”

a thrilling pause—an arrowlike flash into
the pool, leaving scarcely a ripple. As one
spectator exclaimed: "It's perfect — the wa
ter seems to part to let Wayne ini”

an exhausting tournament,” says champion
Wayne, "I light up a Camel for a very
welcome 'lift.' Camels add a lot to my
comfort and contentment! “

Camels agree with me in a lotofways!
says MARSHALL WAYNE
OTHER CAMEL SMOKERS

OLYMPIC PLATFORM DIVING CHAMPION

Marshall Wayne pauses for a moment
to answer Elnora Greenlaw's ques
tion on his choice of a cigarette.

TELL THEIR EXPERIENCES TOO
(Left) IONE REED, movie stunt
girl. Her most famous exploit: a
dangerous leap from speeding
auto to train. Healthy nerves are
a big "must” with Miss Reed.
"Camels," she says, "are so mild
that steady smoking never gets
on my nerves.”

THEY CERTAINLY

/

(
CAMCL
'
> CIGARETTES 1

'

ANGLES. CAMELS NEVER TIRE

REALLy DIFFERENT
.
FROM THE /
& OTHERS?/ :

MY TASTE AND THEY ARE EASY

ON MY THROAT TOO.

EVEN AFTER
STEADY SMOKING, THEY DON'T

BOTHER MY NERVES. CAMELS J
ARE SWELL!
, J

"CALLING ALL CARS!” finds
Radio Patrolman Harold Sickles
(right) always alert, ready for
action! He says: "I can t afford
jittery nerves. So my ofl-duty
smoke is Camel. I smoke Camels
plenty 'for digestion’s sake* too.”

Camels are a
matchless blend

of finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE

thf

PEOPLE DO APPI

THEY ARE THE

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

LARGEST-SELLING

A

ARE, ELNORA, FROM MANY

in camels

TOBACCOS
—Turkish and
Domestic

CIGARETTE IN AMERICA

“At the warehouse
says Leon
Mullen,experienced
planter, “Camel
JafV
buys the choice
■Ska. f J; grades of tobacco.
That’s the reason why most of us
men who grow and know tobacco
smoke Camel cigarettes. We cer
tainly appreciate the difference in
the tobacco Camel buys.”
"Almost every
one of my fine
baskets of tobac
co went to Camel
buyers last
year,” says G. A.
Langley, who knows tobacco grow
ing from every angle. “Better to
baccos mean better smoking,” he
adds. “That means Camels to me
-and to most other growers too.”
Alton Barnes, a
planter who has
grown and graded
many a fine crop,
says this about
Camels: “ Year af
ter year the choicest lots of my
tobacco have gone to the Camel
buyers. Naturally, we growers se
lect the best tobacco for our own
smoking. So we choose Camels.”
“I know from ex
perience that
Camel buys choice
tobaccos,” says
Mr. Cecil Claybourne, veteran
planter. “Many’s the time they’ve
paid more to get my finest lots of
tobacco. Yes, most of us planters
smoke Camels. We sure find a
difference in their finer tobaccos."
(>®rright. IMP R J Reynolds Tobacco Cau.****,,
WiitsUw-haioai, North Carotins

ride, will please meet at Union
TENANT'S HARBOR
Church at 9 o'clock.
Thursday July 28. the usual sup Mrs. Jennie Holbrook of Newtcn
Seven Tree Grange
Donald Carver who spent a week
Patrons of Husbandry recently per will be served at the Latter Day Upper Falls, Mass., is the guest of in Rockland with hLs grandmother
Saints Church, from 5 until ti her sister, Mrs. Henry Newbert.
Mrs. Frank Moorlan. has returned
gathered to the number of 170 at o'clock.
Thursday night at their summer home.
Seven Tree Grange when the third
The Four A's met, Friday night home on Lanes Island, Prof and
Mrs. Maurice Bitinore of Worces
and fourth degrees were conferred with Mrs. Lora Hardison.
Mrs. R Mont Arey entertained a ter, Mass., has been guest of Mrs.
I on Charles Cameron and Rev. Leo , Piof. Owens of Massachusetts In group of friends. As a surprise
Charles Coolbroth.
F. Ross. Presentation of 39 Silver stitute of Technology, was a guest luncheon a placard was placed on
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Benner and
i Star Certificates was made, signi- over the weekend at the home of the door leading to the kitchen
children Ronald and DorLs and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Clinton
Teele.
Mr
announcing
a
"Swedish
Restaur

J fying 25 consecutive years of memand Mrs. Walter Roberts of Phila ant." The guests formed a line of Albert Watts of Martinsville were
I bership.
delphia are also guests.
march and found 30 different callers on Mrs. Benner's parents,
i
Special guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Jones passed the week Swedish foods, ready to serve buffet Mr. and Mrs. Frank Moorlan Sat
style. The guests then repaired to urday.
F Ardine Richardson of SUong. ' end in Belfast.
the dining room, where seated at
Dr
and
Mrs.
Alexander
Caines,
Mrs. George Bitgood had as
Master and Flora, respectively, of j
who
were
guests
the
past
week
at
tables a social luncheon was en- guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Leon
the Maine State Grange. Mr. Rich
Rock-a-way Inn, have returned to ' Joyed.
ard Haskell of Rockland. Mr. and
ardson made presentation oi the
Newark. N J. Arrivals at the Inn Sept 2 the American Legion and Mrs Hereman Andrews of Spruce
certificates in a pleasing manner to are MLss Luella F. Smith of Med
Auxiliary will hold a big afternoon Head. Mr. and Mrs. John Kelley and
the 33 eligible members. He re ford. Mass., Mary C. N. Dean, Mid
fair in Memorial hall, followed by sons of Chatham. Mass., and Mr.
marked that it was an unusually dleboro, Mass., Sidney N. Dean
a concert and dance ln the eve- and Mrs Henry Carlson and daugh
large number to be thus honored.
Northhampton, Mass, and John ! ning. Tire proceeds to be used for ter Shirley of Clark Island.
A short program was presented A. Dean. Beloit, WLs.
the building fund.
Ralph WiLson has returned to
by the lecturer consisting of: Read
i George Wasgatt, of Camden is
Mrs. Lillian York has returned Chelsea, Mass., after spending a
ings, Mrs. Ada Lucas. Mrs. Jennie j the guest of his uncle. James Hes
home after visiting her mother, ten-day vacation at the home of
Hannon; piano solos, Mrs. Olive sen.
Mrs. Hattie Coomhs, for three weeks. his parents Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Burgess, W. J. Bryant; remarks.
Mrs. Dorothy Ratcliff and Mrs.
The rir.culdering hate between Ward Bond and Barton MarLane flares State Master and State Flora; Fred i
Quite a sum was netted from the Wilson. He was accompanied by a
Walter Coons of Hartford, Conn.,
Into murderous flame in this scene from Universal's startling drama,
Eastern
Star Club fair, held Satur friend Walter Meehan of Dorches
Maxey, Deputy of Knox Pomona who have been guests the past week
"Prison Break."—adv.
Jurisdiction, Charles Cameron. E. E. of Mr. and Mrs. Scott Littlefield, day ln the G AR. rooms. In chaige ter. Mass.
Miss Mathews is in town directing
j Light and Charles Lucas. The lat left today for a trip to White Moun of tables were: (Fancy articles,
ter two received the Golden Sheaf tains and New York. They were Annie Carver, Nina Christie, Ruth the play "Boomerang" to be given
three years ago signifying 50 years accompanied by Mrs. Littlefield and Arey, Eleanor Gregory; parcel post, 29-30 of July under the auspices of
Flora Brown; candy, Nellie Wil Rebekah Lodge.
of service.
Mrs. Dewey Brown.
liams, LoLs Webster rake, Dorothy
Refreshments were served ln the
Mr and Mrs Hadley and son of
Mrs. Alton Lewis of Chicago,
dining room under direction of Mrs. is the guest of her mother Mrs. Thomas and Mary Wentworth, Dorchester, Mass., have been guests
grab bag, Flavilla Anderson.
Lizzie Hawes and her corps of as J. S. Black.
the past week of Mr. and Mrs. John
sistants.
Reid.
Lester Mullen of Boston Ls guest
Members were present from Pio of his mother Mrs Frank Mullen GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Rebekah Lodge will have a food
neer Grange. Evening Star, White
sale and tea on the lawn at the
Elder and Mrs. Archie Begg,
Oak. Maple, Goodwill, Medomak are in Brooksville for a months
The young people of the Finnish home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
I Valley, Willow, Meenagha, South stay, to assLst in the work of mak Congregational Church will hold a Hawkln Thursday 28.
Hope, Warren. Glencove and Strong, ing arrangements for the Latter meeting at the church Tuesday at
James Group Jr., left Thursday
i besides the 85 members of the host i Day Saints annual reunion Aug. 7 p. m. Several interesting meet for Bretton Woods, N. H., where he
Grange.
I 13 to the 22. A new dining hall ings have been held recently and has employment in the Mt. Pleasant
Members who received the 25 I 3<yx65', is being built which will everyone is urged to attend.
hotel.
year certificate were: Mr. and Mrs. I seat 3C0 people. The old dining
Miss Helen Johnson of East Mil
j W. A. Ayer, Mr and Mrs. W. L.
linocket has been guest of MLss Ina from 6 to 8 ln the dining room of
room will be used as a dormitory.
Merriam. Mr. and Mrs. I.,C. Cun
Mr. and Mrs. Thorwald Ross and Mahonen for the pjft week.
the Finnish Congregational Church.
ningham, Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Say- sons of Cambridge, Mass., are
A supper will be served Thursday All are welcome.
, ward, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Jones, Mr.
guests of his brother. Harold Ross
and Mrs. Chester Butler, Mr. and
at the North Shore
Mrs. Alec Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. Ev
Late arrivals at Bridgeside are:
erett Storer, Mrs. Maud Calderwood,
VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
Mrs. George E. Pollock; Mrs. Edith
Mrs. Ada Lucas, Annie Rhodes, Ira
SERVICE TO: VINAL HAVEN, NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
Meyers; Miss Elizabeth A Shuff
Cummings, Louie Carroll, Mrs.
ISLE AU IIAUT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Ida E. Turner; Jane L. Gillen; Ada
Emma Davis, Lottie Gleason. Jennie
(Subject to change without notice)
R. Bull; Margaret A. Sheff; Helen
Messer, Della Warren, Linwood CarSpencer Tracy, Clark Gable, Lionel Barrymore in “Test Pilot”
(Eastern Standard Time)
Rapp, all of Philadelphia; Miss
roll, Sanford Cargill, Zerah Robbins,
Nina Titus. East Union; Mabel
Erwin Miller, C. M. Burgess. P C.
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
have a public supper at their vestry Crosly Prior was a dinner guest Oakes, J. R. Danforth, W. J. Bry- Kahleort. Norwood, Pa; Mrs. Gladys
Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
P.
Richards.
J.
Morgan
Richards
Wednesday from 5.30 to 7.30 p. m. Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney nat and A. H. Jones.
Read Down
and Mrs. J. H. Parry of Utica, N Y.
In the afternoon they are having Carter.
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
Absent at the meeting but to
Mrs. Mary Holbrook is visiting
eept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
their annual mid-summer fair.
whom certificates were mailed were'
A.M. P.M. A.M
A.M. P.M. P.M.
One of the most popular bulle Mrs. Inez Cameron. Mrs. Lote relatives in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen
4.30 2.15 8.00 l.v. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5 35
Stephen Oould of Washington. 1
tins
of
the
Maine
Extension
Serv

Mank, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Grinnell,
Ar. 10 55 G.Ofl 4 35
paw of South Waldoboro were Wed
540 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
D. C., is the guest of Capt. and
ice is Canning and Preserving, is
0.50 4.40 10.20 l.v. STONINGTON.
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
nesday callers on Mr. and Mrs. Sid sued in revised form this month. C. T. Burgess and George Oliver.
Mrs. Porter Lawry.
Lv. 8.45
2 15
7.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
ney Garter and Mr. and Mrs. Ken Copies of the bulletin are free from
The annual picnic of Union
Read Up
the Extension Service. College of
neth Winchenpaw.
Church Circle will be held Thursday
Agriculture, Orono, Maine.
Miss Maud Murphy who Ls oc
VLNAL HAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL HAVEN
at the home of Mrs. George Lawry,
cupying the Pond House at Mar
Dallv Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
president of the Circle. If stormy
Tests in Aroostook county last
cept . unaaj vjny
cept Sunday Only
tins Point has nine guests from New year at the Experiment Station
Thursday It will be held Friday 1|
a
r.M. A.je.
AM. PM PM
farm showed that spraying with
Jersey.
Tho e not solicited, please bring
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
5 00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
seven other fungicides gave high
Edwin Prior of Whitinsville, er yields of potatoes than did spray
sweets also a soup plate, knife, fork,
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
73tf
Mass., who ls visiting Mr. and Mrs. j ing with bordeaux. .
spoon and cup. Those wishing to
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NEWS OF THE DAY
—AT—

CAMDEN
As collected by our correspondent, Alton
H. Crone, who is also Thc Courier-Gazette’s
authorized business agent in that town.
Office phone 501; residenre phone 2139.

quist were in Portland Saturday and
participated in the Soap Box Derby
Although they were not winners in
the contest, the day was a happy
one for them.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples were
j ln Rockland Sunday to attend the
funeral services of his sister. Mrs
Sydney Oxton, Jr.
WAKKEN

Rev. and Mrs. H. E. Thayer, the
former, a pastor at the Baptist
Church in this town. 43 years ago.
included Mrs. Grace Lowe, Mrs.
will observe their golden wedding
Clara Thordike. Mrs. Anne Hobbs
anniversary Aug. 2 in Springfield.
Mrs. Joseph Brewster. Mrs. Mildred
Mass. Since their health is frail
Culick. Mrs. Audrey Crawford. Mrs.
their daughters deemed it unwise
Charles Lowe, and Miss Blanche
to give a party in their honor, but
St. Laurient. and Miss Doris Carr
it is hoped that friends will remem
of Providence.
ber them with cards or notes, and
Mr. and Mrs. Aleck McLean with
call during the year if in their
their son and daughter of Harrison
vicinity. Their address is 32 Suna- I
N. Y . went Friday to Detroit. Mich .
pee street. Springfield. Mass.
after being guests at the home of
The Congregational Ladies Circle
Job H Montgomery.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Fish are supper Thursday has as committee
spending the summer at their home Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs. Alzada
J Simmons. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson.
in Rockport.
The Lions Club will hold a rum- iMrs Alice Mathews, Mrs. Carrie
mage sale Thursday and Friday in I Wyllie. Miss Frances Spear, Miss
the building formerly occupied by. Mary Wyllie and Mrs Ilda Russell.

I'
j
’
,

“POEMS OF PROFIT’’
-THE ODDS AND ENDS
SHE DIDN'T NEED

—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE
VJECE SOON EXCHANGED,
OH, VES INDEED/

a?sified

FOR THINGS SOME OTHER
PERSON HAD -

CONTAINED
CONT
HER. AD. ///

|

-fOO GOOD
THROtv

A, '4A7c»
s
LOOi<lNG
A S£tV/x/°'^

SOa,

Av7AV/z

TO BARTER.

Goods

tou
SHOULD
ARRANGE

To USE THE
CLASSIFIED'?
EXCHAM6E'

Miss Blanche St. Laurient and
Miss Doris Carr of Providence, are
guests of Mrs. E. H. Tinker.
There will be a band concert on
the Village Green Wednesday
night at 7.30.
Mrs. Washington Dodge and her
sons Jonathan and Kent are pass
ing thc summer at Norutnbega.
Miss Lillian Kennedy of Brooklyn.
Mass., is passing this week with
to*«t***********to
Dr. and Mrs. J G. Hutchins.
Advertisements ln this column not ♦ LOST A NO FOUND *
Mrs. E. H. Tinker has rented her
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
$
cottage. Sunset Lodge, for the re
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad- to
lines five cents each for one
mainder of the season to Mrs. Alice
If you have a cottage to let or de I dltlonal
terrier pup lost July 20. vicini
time 10 cents for three times, Six ty IRISH
sire summer boarders, advertise the small
Southend. TEL. 5S1-W
89-It
G Martin of Brookline. Mass.
words
to a line.
fact ln this paper where thousands
12-FT square stern row boat lost July
will read of It.
Mrs. Virginia F. Bultman of New
22; white with red trim; reward
W
York city will occupy the Arthur Burkett's Bakery for the benefit of ,
STEARNS North Haven
89-91
COMFORTABLE cottage at Spruce
A
delightful
surprise
shower
was
Head to lev by week or month In Aug
Mullen house on Spring street dur the Charity Fund. Those having |
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss
and Sept ; rent very reasonable. RUTH
of deposit book numbered 4247. and
tendered Miss Edna F. Beggs Fri
ing August.
' B SPEAR. Spruce Head. Tel. Rockland
articles to donate will notify D. E
the owner of said book asks for dupli
day afternoon, at the home of Mrs.
853-13.
88-tf
Mr and Mrs. Furgeon of Lew Crockett. Tel. 508
cate In accordance with the provision
MAN who can live on 1125 first of the State Law SECURITY TRU6T
P. D Starrett. Planned for out
AT Crescent Beach, cottage, five
iston were weekend guests of Mr.
CO. By Ensign Otis, Receiver, Rock
month
for
landscape
service
work;
rooms, to let. available Au,T. 1 Applv
of doors, the inclement weather
and Mrs William Stover.
W T McKlLLOP. Rockland cottage. handle orders for old. new customers; land. Maine, July 20, 1938.
86-T-92
ROCKPORT
Crescent Beach
88*91 experience unnecessary STUART GAR
forced the group of 35 to go in.
Alvin Jagels of Boston spent the
DENS Newark N Y
89*It
doors, but the home • lent itself
LARGE all modern, perfectly ap
weekend with lifts mother Mrs.
Miss Mary Reed has returned to
pointed and furnished cottage to let I CARETAKERS Job wanted by middle
charmingly to the occasion, deco-1
Emily Jagels.
______
v.... Is directly w.
couple, farm preferred, good
for
month of ....
August.
on I
Portland for further medical treatshore at Crescent Beach EDWARD O'B i *ror*cers’ Iow Wttges
HOLT. 261 Park
rated with summer flowers. The
Mrs. Elmer E. Joyce has returned I
t
GONIA. 469 Main St.. Tcl. 710 Rockland
________________________________ 89 91
heaping basket of gifts, was taste
home after visiting her parents Mr.
88*90
BERRY pickers wanted. ROSE HILL
I Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crawford and fully decorated with white crepe'
89-it
and Mrs. John Gross of Stonington.
Owls Head.
I COTTAGE at Coopers Beach with 1
I children are visiting his relatives at paper, with pink roses and del- ,
bath, electric range. telephone sun
FISHING parties -lines, halt lurTlie Methodist Ladies Aid will
porch.
Open
for
rental
July
23
to
30
nlshed;
fish
or
lobster
dinner;
$2
perSebois. They will return here the|ph'inium pinn^ to"'thc
"t'he
meet in the vestry at 2 o'clock. A
Wlll sleep seven persons See SIDNEY son. Address. FISHING, 311 Main St..
latter part of the week for a brief, work of M)s Wi,n? Vina] OumU
CULLEN at Cries Gift Shop or ELMER city
89*91
large attendance is desired as there
8T89 , —,
visit with her sister. Miss Lillian present wen? Mrf MarjorJe 3pea). Air view ot sue of Regatta-Sportsmen's Show. Exhibition grounds center DAVIS AGENCY
MAN around 40 to book orders for us
is to be a quilting.
COTTAGE at Meguntlcook Lake to m this locality. Year round Job. with
Brann before going to their home f chestnut Hi„ Mass Mp.s Susan
let
July
25
to
Airg.
6.
W
F
BRITTO.
good
pay Experience unnecessary. In-1
both
sides
of
inlet.
U.
S.
Route
No.
1
crosses
bridge.
Mr and Mrs. Robert F. Miller,
4 Camden St.
87*89 quire BURR NURSERIES. Manchester,
Stevens of Washington. D. C.. Miss
children Olive and Thomas Miller ln New Jersey.
Conn
89* It
Mrs D. A. Whitmore and daugh- j Prances Spear of Portland. Mis. Beach cottag? cf Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Simpson. 81. who died Sunday at
of Omaha. Neb, Mr. and Mrs.
CHRISTMAS CARDS
Up to 110% I
to
profit with Bonus selling sensational I
the home of Mrs. Annie Watts, will
Fred Leonard of Stoughton. Mass., ter Lillian returned Sunday night i Harriet Stevens of New York city. Watts of Rockland,
♦ 21 folder $1 assortment. Wrappings.
Mrs. Martha Watts of this town be held this afternoon at 2. at the
and F. Richmond Leonard of New- from a visit in Boston Enroute Miss Lillian Russell of Cambridge.
♦ Everydays Stationer.- 50 for *1 Per
sonals. Kiddle Kards Experience un- j
If you have Real Estate to buy
York city were guests Sunday of there they stopped over night at Mass.. Mrs. Florence Gardiner of and sister Mrs. Rose Watts of Bel- home of Mrs. Watts, with Rev.Hownecessary. Request sample box on ap- j or sell—cily, farm, or shore—or
, ......
proval-plan
TERRY STUDIOS. 700
Old Orchard.
Thomaston. Miss Florence Eastman i mont. Mass., and Thomaston were ard A. Welch officiating. Burial will
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Taylor.
’•AWN mowers sharpened called for tventfield Miass
svit
wish to rent or hire a Home or
and delivered Tel 791, CRIE HARD- - tnela Ma>s__________________ aylt i
Miss Winnifred Andrews of Bos-I of Beverly, Mass . Mrs Harold Boggs | at the Frank Maxey cottage at be at Sterling.
Mrs. Harold Brown and children
WARE Co.. Rockland
79-tf
PRACTICAL nurse wanted at once; I Cottage, advertise in (his column.
Telephone 770.
Eleanor and David were in Bath ! ton arrived last week to spend the of Brooklyn. N. Y.. Mrs. Edwin Hope. Sunday. Others in the group
Callers Sunday at the Baptist —uwrniTu—must have some hospital training MRS
onY^TEL iei«^Wg by appO,ntJ^2{ FISHER 6 Talbot Ave . Tel 1285
87-89
over the weekend to visit Mr and summer at the home of her brother- Eoggs of Gorham. Mrs. Nancy Clark. were. Mr. ar.d Mrs. Frank Maxcv parsonage were. Mr. and Mrs.
. »r>iTC
i.
LOW priced work horse wanted weigh
in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Ev Mrs. Eleanor Barrett, Miss M. and Mr. and Mrs. William Maxcv Arthur Doe. and niece. Miss Judith
ELEVEN-room house lor sale --electric
Mrs. Zadoc Brown.
Em £°M.U orteri [ abm,t 1200 TEL Carnden 8611
86'89
lights, water: good condition, wonder
Grace Walker. Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. of Rockland. Mrs. Hattie Vose of Patter.-on. and Mr and Mrs. Ken- solicited H C RHODES. Tel. 519-.I. 1 AN apprentice wanted at Vogue ful
Holy Communion will be observed erett Fales.
view; reasonable terms. MRS LENA
79-tf Beauty Shop. Inquire after 7 p. m. DAVIDSON Vinal Haven_________ 89*91
Mr. and Mrs Gordon Putnam Mrs. Alzada Simmons. Mrs. Ella South Hope. Miss Belle Payson and ney and daughter. Katherine Ken
in St. Thomas chapel Wednesday
'MEN old a. 40' Oet renewed strength ' V(XiUE BEAUTY
¥ ParkMS‘
and son Dyke of Manchester. N. Cunningham. Mrs. Flora Peabody Miss Alda Payson of Camden.
ney of Brewer.
THE La Forest Smith farm on No. 1
morning at 7 30.
New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw--------------------------------------------------- 00 _
Highway, near Oakland Park for sale.
Mr
and
Mrs
Oeore-p
Gonia
and
1
At tho homo
of Mr and Mrs M W8ter Invlgorators and otherstlmulPOSITION,
as
allround
cook.
H.
T
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge H., are vacationing at the Everett Mrs. Grace Henderson. Mrs. Chisie
Mr. ana Mrs. oeorge oonia an,
At me nomc ol Mr. ana Mrs. M anu
Va,ue S1 25 introductory prlce perry. 44 oay St. city
70-tf 60 acres. Including 26 acre wood lot.
Trone, Mrs. Laura Starrett Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. William 3ishop of;R Robinson visitors Sunday were »' Call, write c. H. moore &i co., watchmaker—Repairing
Large barn garage, orchard. House In
Libby house on Amesbury street.
meets Wednesday at 7.30
watches. good
condition, lights, furnace, bath.
Mrs Ralph Wilson, daughter Lil Inez Mathews Mrs. Alice Mathews. QU,nCy wjjo are located for a time Mr. and Mrs George Gonia of
-- 7------------------- 1122 clocks. antiques all kinds. Call and Fine place for any kind of farming,
The Garden Club will meet Aug.
Mrs Inttie Snear Mrs A V Me.
..
„
PRESENT--Future Indications Spirl- deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 roadside stand or cabins
Price rea
lian
and
Ralph
Murray
arc
spend

16. when Carl Buchheister. Director
Mrs. Lottie opear. Mr. A. V. Me j at the oema cottage Crescent Quincy, Mass.. Mrs. Elizabeth Gils- tual Reading
Questions answered Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
sonable Inquire on Premises
88-tf
79-tf
of the Auduborn Nature Camps at ing two weeks with Mr. Wilson at Intyre. Miss Rosa Spear. Mrs Iva 3cach, were callers recently on Mr trap of California, and Mrs. R. J. S nd 25c and stamp GEORGE JONES
Dlxmont. Me
89*91
SEVEN-room house for sale; barn;
McKellar.
Mrs.
Rutli
Philbrook
Medomak. will be the speaker. His Criehaven.
two or three acres land. $500; good lo
and Mrs. P. D. Starrett.
Bowler of Waterville, schoolmates
cation FRED LINDQUIST. Old County
Roy Brann and son John arc on a Mrs. N. B Eastman. Mrs Ilda Ru>lecture will be illustrated with slides
Gloria Haskell, who has bee:, of Mrs. Robinson,
road_____________________________ 88*90
sell, Mrs. Lowell Moody. Mrs. Alena
EAST UNION
and moving pictures. The place motor trip to Canada.
visiting her uncle and aunt. Mi
The Young People's group and
EIGHT-room house for sale near
William Murray has bought the Starrett. Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs.
of meeting will be announced.
Waldoboro village
Inquire ROLAND
and Mrs. Harry M Haskell, in .Cliristian Endeavor of the Baptist
CREAMER
Jefferson St . Waldoboro
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Homer
Davis
and
John Clark of Lowell, Mass., is Larrabee house on Pleasant street Carrie Smith, Mrs. Gertrude Rowe. Auburn two weeks, returned Suq- ' Church are planning a sunset serv87*39
1932 CHEVROLET Delux roach for
two children of Cambridge. Mass.,
and has started repairs and im Miss Boggs, and Mrs. R. D. Star
vLsiting Ora Brown Jr
ROCKI AND
day with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. ' ice for Thursday at the Lookout arc visiting friends and relatives sale: good condition.
FARM for sale, seven acres; house,
rett. Refreshments were served.
BODY
FENDER SHOP. city.
87*39 ‘even rooms, sunporch; electricity, run
Mrs. H. P Grindle returned Mon provements.
S. F. Haskell who had motored there Station in Jefferson. The group will here. They are guests of Mrs.
• • • •
VACUUM cleaner, babies crib, art ning water, furnace; fruit, berries F
Mrs. Maud Walker, president of
day to Penobscot after visiting her
89*91
for her.
; leave the church at 5.33 and the Amanda Merrifield when not at square antique bureau and other an BOHN. South Thomaston.
Mrs. Edwin Boggs and family.
the Baptist Ladies’ Circle, will hav°
tiques for sale. No dealers MRS. LAU
mother Mrs. Mary Quigley.
EIGHT-room house for sale; barn,
Mrs S. F. Haskell and daughter ' service will follow a picnic supper. their camp at Lermond’s Pond.
RENCE
SAWYER.
13
Dunn
St
.
Thom

good location. OSCAR HONMiss Lois Cookson is visiting Mr. the following efficient committee to i Miss Virginia Boggs. Gilbert and
aston.
87*89 garage;
Miss Madeleine Haskell spent Mon- j The date of the Baptist annual
KONEN Box 89, St George______ 88*90
and Mrs. James Tuttle in Water assist at their annual midsummer Mary of Gorham have been guests
STOCK or dry goods, etc. store fix- !
day in Portland.
! mid-summer concert has been
_____ ________
tures. ___
and____
business,
formerly _of_____
Fred ! VANNAH place 36 Glen street. Rockfair to be held Wdnesday afternoon of Miss Edna F. Boggs.
ville for a week.
Legal Notices
M IlianchBrd In Warren: for Immediate ! la'->a to^ sale Lot. 100 feet square with
Mrs.
Albert
Burdick
of
Portiand
changed
to
Aug.
19..
in
order
not
Miss Mary G. Spencer of Lexing- and evening on the church lawn:
A Vacation Bible School was besale
FRANK H INGRAHAM Public | nine-room dwelling, shed and barn.
to conflict with the Legion Fair in
Administrator. Rockland
89-11 ! ’TFI, 468 Roekland________________ 87-lf
NOTICE OE FORECLOSURE
ton. Mass., K M Henderson and Fancy work. Mrs. Ella Overlock; cun Monday at the Congregational *'*11 spend a month with her sister,
WHEREAS Grace Elizabeth Fowlle
Thcmaston.
BOAT and outboard motor ln good
FORTY-acre farm, good buildings.
M. Morrison of Medford. Mass., on aprons. Mrs. Minetta Paul. Mrs Ma- Church with Carleton Gregory, and i Mrs. Willis R. Vinal. Weekend
of Rockland, County of Knox and State running condition for sale
Owner sightly location, blueberries.
MRS
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eibert
Starrett
were
of Maine by her mortgage deed dated ays R?duce prlc£.” so here goes - take GERTRUDE STUDLEY. West End.
lion
Richards;
cooked
food,
Mrs.
Miss
Thelma
Whitehouse
of
Rockguests
at
thc
Vinal
home
were
Mr.
a sailing trip up the Penobscot,
January 17. 1936. recorded ln the Knox advantage of this bargain if interested . Thomaston.
84*89
stopped here over the weekend on Augusta Shibles. Mrs. Marie Cisbee; land. both students of the Provi- Burdick and son James Burdick ol dinnef guests Sunday- of Mr. and Registry of Deed'' Book No. 241. Page $55 for the outfit FREEMAN 8 YOUNG----------------------------------------------------------265. conveyed to thc Home Owners' 163 Main St.. Tel 605-M. Rockland
1 FARMS everywhere for sale, several
Mrs. William Stanford.
dence
Bible
Institute,
in
chaige.
Portland.
ice
cream,
Mrs.
Nina
Carroll;
hot
account of the fog and were guests
Loan Corporation, a corporation duly
89-91 I on No 1 highway, also in almost every
Mrs. Claude Averill has steadily established under the laws of the
dogs. Mrs. Christie Whitney; candy.
town within 30 miles of Rockland. Some
Kenneth Starrett of Providence.! Mr. and Mr . Arthur Starrett son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Dexter.
16-FOOT
knockabout
sailboat,
rea very low price- on all property. If
United States of America, having
you are interested or want a home of
Mrs Currie Brooks of Knox is Miss Hortense Bohndell. Mrs. Abbie and John Dingwall of Weymouth, Wayne. James McIntyre and Paul improved in health and is now able Its office and principle place of sonable price. TEL. Thomaston 79.
89*r i your own you should see my listings
business ln Washington. District of
Sylvester; grabs. Mrs. Mona Pay- Ma. s„ are visiting at the summer Oxton attended the reception in to take short rides.
visiting her son Allison Currie.
A fw
Columbia, the following described real
igf: ebMt tor -air
ROY ( - N9PK 1 as I have the largest yet
Mrs.
E.
L.
Shaw
and
grandson,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. Rockland. Saturday night for Perley
estate situated ln Roekland. in said Thomaston. Tel 32-4
89* It specials such as—Farm, good buildings.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Irish and Mr son. Miss Ruth Orbeton.
of Knox and State of Maine;
125 acres land; plenty hard wood and
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fish are A. Starrett.
| Bartlett, winner of the soap box John Boggs of Marlboro. Mass., are County
PIGS for sale*. 5. 6 and 7 weeks lumber, cuts 25 tons hay; good pasture;
and Mrs. Charles Mills of Waltham
“Together with the buildings there
old CHESTER and CHESTER-BERK spring well; six cows; one young horse;
guests of Mr and Mrs. Parker Mc
occupying
their
summer
home
on
on and bounded and described as
Mr
and
Mr.s.
Benjamin
E
Watts
derby
race
in
Portland,
are spending a vacation at the home
SHIRE. Gleason Hill Farm. Union. Tel barn fully equipped with farming tools
follows, to wit: Beginning at Orange
uppei Main street for the season
4-5
89*91 and machinery; price $2200. good lo
passed Sunday at the Crescent1 Funeral services for Cora E. Kellar. Other guests of Mr. and
street at the corner Of Hoi
of Mr. and Mrs. Irish
Street; thence running northerly
MILKMEN I have for sale five fresh cation. Eight-room house; all Improve
Mrs. McKellar have been Mr. and
Mrs.
Veda
Brown
and
Mrs.
Edna
Mrs. L. D. Evans and Miss Abbie
along said Orange Street, one hun
cows. hIso two to freshen at once. B E ments; garage, central location In
Mrs. Charles Robbins of New York
Robbins were dinner guests Satur
dred and fifty-nine (159) feet to
Rockland; $1200
Two famlly house
LUDWIG. Washington. Me . Tel. 12-2
Evans of Philadelphia and Damaris
a
stake
and
atones;
thence
westerly,
88*90 ; large lot land cellar and garage, four
city.
day at the home of Mrs. E. C. Mo
three hundred and forty-five (345)
i
miles
from
city.
$800
House ln Warren
cotta spent Monday with Mrs. T.
RAKING machine for sale; also twoFeet, more or less, to the easterly
ran, Jr., in Rockland.
Ellis Spear 2d returned Saturday
and another at $1000; extra good
horse mowing machine; two-horse $800
J French. Mrs. Evans is the wife
llne of the Knox and Lincoln Rail
values.
Four
small
farms
near Rockfarm wagon; manure spreader; four land all $1000 to $’800
Rev. John W. Hysong returned
to Newton Centre, Mass., after pass
road; thence southerly along said
new
of a former pastor of thc Congre
new milch cows PETER EDWARD3. house within city limits; Almost
Knox
and
Lincoln
Railroad,
one
hun

four acre*
ing a few days with Mrs. Spear..
Friday from Philadelphia where he
271 Limeroek St.. Tel 806-J
88-tf land; $1800
gational Church.
dred and seventy (170, feet to
Small house of five
was called by the death of a brother.
Miss Virginia Wyllie has employ
Holmes Street; thence easterly
KITCHEN range with Lynn oil burner rooms; good cellar; shed and garage
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cookson
along said Holmes Street two hun
for sale; excellent buy for cheap price. o' No 1 highway, large lot of land;
Mrs. Mervyn Foster is entertain
ment for the remainder of the sum
dred and elghty-elght < 288> feet or
TFL 19-J after 6 o’olock
89*11 fine location in Rockland, price $1009
passed Sunday with friends in
ing her mother, Mrs. AUce Bishop of
mer at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
there abouts to bounds flrat men
A kind work horse for sale. JOHN House and barn; one-half acre land ln
Damariscotta.
tioned.”
$1800
Many cottages and land
JONES. Head-of-the-Bay.
88*90 city
i Moncton. N B.
Lawrence Dunn in Thomaston.
of all descriptions and locations Sev
WHEREAS, the condition of said
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Millard and
BEAUTIFUL
Spanish
shawl,
radio,
Mortgage
is
broken:
eral
stores
and business properties.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Small and chil
Willis Moody is ill.
daughter Janet of Attleboro. Mass .
Now. therefore, by reason of the rockers, dishes. 1926 Bulck sedan for Don t forget to call 1154 or 330 V F.
dren of Whitinsville, Mass., were
Arlington Hudson of Mansfield. breach of the condition thereof, the sale. MRS. GEORGE BLACK. 10 Sweet- STUDLEY, 283 Main St., or 77 Park St
were guests Sunday of Mr.s. Emeline
87*89
87-tf
’d Home Owners’ Loan Corporation, land St., city.
weekend guests of his sister. Miss
Mass., who is employed at the Pred sa
by Elisha W Pike, its Attorney there
Halford.
SELLERS kitchen cabinet for sale,
Helen Small.
Wyllie farm played a comet solo. unto duly authorized by its power of white enamel; walnut triple mirror
William Hobbs was home from
attorney dated Otobe’- 1. 1936. and re
Rooms and board in town will be
"Open the Gates to the Temple" corded in the Knox County Registry vanity; three pianos; one player piano;
one wardrobe trunk, one electric sew
Boston to spend the weekend with
of
Deeds. Book 249 Page 313. claims a ing machine; eight library tables; 21
at a premium during the four days
Sunday morning at the Baptist foreclosure
of said mortgage, and gives round and square dining tables; two
hls parents Mr. and Mrs. J. Crosby
Church.
of the carnival as indicated from
this notice for that purpose
roll top desks; one three-piece parlor
Hobbs
Dated this ninth day of July. A. D set leather upholstering and mahog
the requests received by the com
As result of injuries sustained 19.8
FURNISHED, second floor apartment
any irame; soap stone sink; eight
Mrs. Karl Thompson has re
87*89
mittee from the numerous yachts,
Sunday night in an automobile ac HOME OWNERS’ LOAN CORPORATION golden oak buffets; 50 stands, all sizes. to let at 14 MASONBC ST.
turned after spending two weeks clubs, camps, etc., planning to be
By Elisha W Pike
V F STUDLEY. INC. 283 Main St
FURNISHED apt. to let at 122 Cam
cident. Mrs. Leroy Smalley of Ten
83-T-89 Tel. 1154.
87s*tf den St; 10 minutes from Samoset; low
witli her sister-in-law Mrs. Minot present and participate in the vari
87*89
ant's Harbor and her daughter Miss
NOTICE OE EORFA l.OSt RE
DRY fitted wood for sale, under cover, rent. TEL 1123-W
Conary in Jonesport.
WHEREAS.
Caro
Jones
of
Rockland.
fireplace
and
Junks
K
W
DEAN.
ous events.
FIRST floor apartment to let with
Madeline Smalley are patients at County of Knox and State of Maine, South Hope. Tel Rockland 9469-12
Mrs. E. H. Tinker entertained
bath and electric lights. Newly deco
Miss Mildred Graffam left Mon
’ Knox Hospital. Four cars were in- by her mortgage deed dated February
87*89 rated. C5 NORTH MAIN ST
88-97
Friday at a tea ln honor of Mrs. day for Bethel for a few weeks’ stay
11. 1936 recorded In the Knox Regis
THESE cars for sale by Frederick U.
j volved in a crash which occurred try of Deeds. Book No. 241. Page 269.
FIVE-room. furnished house to let.
Arthur Jones and Mr.s. Wesley with friends.
conveyed to the Home Owners' Loan Waltz. 165 Broadway. Tel 838-W 1937 suitable for summer cottage, on Spruce
near Hillcrest Farm between Thsm- Corporation.
a
corporation
duly Plymouth 4-door; 1935 Plymouth 4- Head Island, connected by bridge with
Jones of New York. Those present
1935 Chevrolet 4-door; 1932 V-8 mainland; very accessible, near hotel;
Mrs. Edward Auspland was at
! aston and Warren. Mrs. Smalley, established under the laws of door;
Tudor; 1935 Plymouth coupe; and rent reasonable. TEX. Rockland 853-13.
United
States
of
America, Ford
home from Gorham Summer School
1935
Terraplane
___________
87*89
who was thrown through the wind the
56-tf
having Its office and principal place
to spend the weekend with her
1931 FORD school bus for sale; ca
shield of the car operated by Mr. of business ln Washington. District of
SIX-room tenemen* to let on Me
Columbia, the following described pacity 36 in A-l condition. Price $495.
St MR.S S BRAULT. 33 Pur
family.
Smalley is receiving treatment fo- real estate situated In Rockland, ln FREDERICK U. WALTZ. Tcl. 838-W. chanic
chase St . Tel. 1194-W
84*89
165
Broadway.
87*89
said
County
of
Knox
and
State
of
Mrs. Carolyn G. Sims was home
injuries to her head and eyes and Maine;
FOUR-room apartment to let. bath,
STANDING
grass
for
sale
on
two
hot water heat, good location near
from Cambridge, Mass., for a week
’’Situate at the northwest corner
thc daughter for bad cuts on the
farms, free for the cutting. TEL. Rock Main St. DAVID RUBENSTEIN. Tel.
of Main and Middle Streets and
From strife-torn Madrid comes tions incorporated with many of the legs and knees. Mr. Smalley was
land 853-13
86-tf 1285
end visit.
84-tf
known as the homestead of the late
SEJCOND hand lumber, windows,
Guests Sunday of Mr.s. Everett thc Guterriez troupe of celebrated ' foremost in America.
Iddo K Kimball, as per plan of J.
FURNISHED apartment to let at 122
unhurt. Drivers of the other ma1929 OLDSMOBILE, l-DOOK
doors
C
E
GROTTON.
138
Camden
R Malcolm surveyed May 19. 1874,
Camdqn St.; dishes, linen; 10 minutes
Pitts were Mr. and Mr.s. James Har Spanish wizards. With conditions
The big top Ls alive with wire and i chineSt an of whom escaped injury,
St . Tel. 1214-M
86-tf from Samoset. TEL 1123-W
which lot of land Is bounded as fol
SEDAN, new tires
$83 00
82-tf
lows:
Easterly by Main Street,
per. daughter Jean, and Miss Louise so unsettled in their turbulent flying acts. Notable among these . were yjvlan Burrage of Camden,
VERY good buys xxx superior lumber:
MODEIRN apartment to Let. five rooms,
OVERLAND SIX < OA( II $20.00
southerly by Mldd e Street, wester
matched
pine
boards,
best
seasoned;
bath,
garage;
heated
ln
winter;
quiet
Miller of Holliston. Mass.; Miss Ruth homeland they fled to America daring performances are those given | Gcorge Tonner of Burlington and
ly by land of Mrs. Jennie Bird,
Good runirng condition,
also novelty pine siding for house residential section. Within five min
widow of the late Hanson G. Bird;
beauty JAMES Y MESERVE. File V.O. utes walk to heart of city Rent rea
Craig and James Craig of New where they are amazing circus audi- by the following: The Five Flying Alvary Gay of Rockland. State Pa
new tires.
northerly by land which was for
B . Jefferson. Me ; Tel. North White- sonable
Furnished If desired
In
ences
from
coast
to
coast.
CosRcgeenes.
Mile.
Helene
Cadaret.
the
Haven,
Conn.;
Misses
Alice
and
merly
the
home
f
the
late
Dr
Ad

trolman
Ray
Foley
and
John
P
field 15-23 xxx Sparhawk “New Eng quire THE MENS SHOP, Main St. Cor
1930 FORD ROADSTER. $90.00
dison R. Smith, but now owned by
land” hand-made braided rugs; since ner Park.
turned
in
gowns
of
oriental
splendor
j
De
Ritzke
Troupe.
Johnny
Hartzelle.
Shirley
Needham
of
Alabama.
82-tf
New paint.
Crosby investigated.
the Order of Elk.-, as their home; to
1782; pronounced Sparrock. Thought
gether with the buildings thereon.
FIVE-room apartment to let. ALICE
Everett Piths returned Friday to they will be one of the highlights of J the Famous Forrest Brothers, the
and feeling found ln all craftsmanship
1929 NASH COACH, new paint,
Being the same premises conveyed
or art grow under the eyes In studying FULLER. 25 Linden St.. Tel. 106-J. 78-tf
Boston after a few days' visit with the Barnett Brothers circus and Aerial Knights. Nelson Thomasson,
to this mortgagor *by deed of Hope
12,000 miles.
these hooked rugs. OLD SPARHAWK
THREE furnished rooms with toilet;
Haynes Wheeler. Guardian of Man
MILLS, file V. G B. South Portland. 4 unfurnished rooms with bath. 12
his family. He was accompanied trained animal show, when it comes Tommy Walsh. Jr., juvenile marvel
1928 DODGE SEDAN, new paint.
chester H Wheeler of Augusta. Au
Me.
88*89 KNOX ST.. Tel. 156-W.
78-tf
as far as Brunswick by Miss Char to Camden today.
1 of the flying trapeze; the renownecT
gust 30 1920. recorded Book 187.
Seed Sown Here
Page 85.”
FURNISHED apartment of three
The Guterriez troupe being pre- Raymond Gudoney. the Kanarr Trio
lotte
Dixon,
who
had
been
a
guest
rooms to let, second floor, modern.
WHEREAS, the condition of said
WANTED
Mortgage Ls broken:
Suitable for couple. Oarage If desired.
sented by the Barnett Brothers this Buck Harris, and many others,
at the Pitts home.
Now. therefore, by reason of the
C. A. EMERY. 28 Pacific St.. Tcl. 436-M
ONE 1930 OR 1931 MODEL
Two sets of twins, the Rogers
Cecil Sawyer and family have year is one of the costliest features
Falls In Fertile
breach of the condition thereof, the
__________________________________ 73-tf
PICKUP
said
Home
Owners'
Loan
Corporation,
moved to the home of her father, on the American continent. How- I sisters, and the McIntosh sisters,
FURNISHED apartments to let. of two
by Elisha W Pike, its Attorney there
rooms and bath. $6 week. V. F STUDever by offering only the best and form an unparalleled aerial ballet,
Fred Wellman.
unto duly authorized by Its power of
LEY, Tel. 1154 or 330. 283 Main St 69-tf
attorney dated October 1. 1936. and re
Soil, Insuring a
AMOCO
Harold MacDonald returned Sun costliest circus features the Barnett Their performance enacted on a
4-ROOM tenement to let over
corded in the Kncx County Registry
French's barber shop
LAWRENCE
day
to
New
London.
Conn.,
where
Brothers
have
come
to
be
known
as
web
of
wire
stretched
high
off
the
of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313, claims
SERVICE STATION
MILLER. Rankin St., Tel. 692-M. 79-tf
a
foreclosure
of
said
mortgage,
and
he is employed, after a visit wi’.h “The Circus Different."
ground just under the dome of the
gives this notice for that purpose.
ELM ST., COR. HIGH ST.
ROOMS to let. Apply at 15 GROVE
Bountiful Harvest
Dated this twenty-third day of July.
This year they are stressing their big top is one of the most a.^toundhis mother. Mrs. Cornelia Mac
ST.
79-tf
A. D 1938.
CAMDEN, ME
claim to this slogan with the finest , ing sensations on the two-hour pro
Donald.
FOUR room apartment to let, all
HOME OWNERS IOAN CORPORATION
89-91
modern.
Apply at CAMDEN and
By Elisha W. Pike
Ralph Staples and Elbert Ram- attractions from nine foreign na-1 gram.—adv,
ROCKLAND WATER CO.. Tel 634. 79-tf
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Every-OtKer-Day

Miss Madeline V. Rahkamp has
returned to her home in Glendale,
Long Island, N. Y„ after a week s
visit with Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Wool- To Be Held At Warren Bap Curtis String Quartet Gives Here Are the Dates of the
ley at Pleasant Beach.
a Notable Concert At the
tist Church Aug. 19—
Shows To Be Held Dur

A Summer Concert

OCl ETY

Chester Wyllie In Charge
Mrs. Allcb M. Spear entertained
yesterday at her home on Old Coun
The seventh annual summer con
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Smalley of ty road in honor of Mrs. William
cert of the Warren Baptist Church
Alexandria, Va, are visiting Mr Cushingis birthday.
Miss Ida
Smalley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cushing was a special guest.
Is announced for Aug. 19. again un
Jacob Smalley, Willow street.
der the direction of that able and
Mrs. Addie Rogers and daughter gifted musician, Chester Wyllie.
Oeorge E. Smith and family of Margaret returned home Sunday,
Norfolk. Mass., are guests this week having spent the past two weeks as As in previous concerts, the chorus
at Crescent Beach Inn. Mr. Smith, guests of Mr and Mrs. A. G. Rogers will be featured, the usual per
who is a former Rockland boy. is in Greenville. They were accom sonnel to be augmented by such
now assistant superintendent of the panied by Mr. Rogers who returned assisting singers as Mrs. Ruth Kos
ter Hoch, Miss Gladys Grant, Mr
roofing division for Bird & Co.,
SUMMER VISITORS
home Monday.
and Mrs. S. T. Constantine, Mrs.
after a steady climb up the lad
Lillian Joyce and son, Mayor and
" At tho height of thc summer
der. It is his first home visit since
Mrs. C. Earle Ludwick, Miss Doro Mrs. E. R. Veazie, Mrs. Lydia
" season there are many visitors in
1934.
thy Parker. Mrs. Cleo Hopkins and Storer. John Robinson, and sev
1 Rockland and vicinity, and The
Mrs. Parker E.. Worrey motored to eral others to be announced.
i Courier-Gazette is very glad to
Miss Ethel Smalley, who has been
Lewiston yesterday.
Chorus numbers already Redded
chronicle them. To this end will
spending her vacation at home, has
upon include “Hail, Bright Abode”
you kindly send the names of
returned to Washington to resume
Dr. and Mrs. William Richan of from Tannhauser; "Allah's Holi
1 your guests to this office, or noti
her duties as secretary to E. C. Mo
Malden, .Mass,, who have been day” (Friml); an arrangement of
fy Mrs. Warren C. Noyes, 38
ran, Jr., of the U. S. Maritime Com
guests of Dr. Richan's brother, Dr. Sullivan's "Lost Chord." and "Tlie
Orange street, telephone 873-R.
mission.
J. A. Richan, returned home yester Seraphic Song” (by request). The
\ Wc will greatly appreciate it.
day.
mens chorus will do "The Vikings'
Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer have
r
Song,” also Oley Speaks’ "Morn
Mrs. Nellie E. Drew has returned returned home after a successful
Employes of the State House Li
ing."
, o Winthrop. Mass, after spending navigation of the Gaspe Peninsular
brary were entertained at Rock
While the list of soloists is not
he week with her niece, Mrs. WilGuests at Mrs. A. W. Spear's cot ledge Inn. Spruce Head Saturday ready for announcement, it is safe
am H. Weed.
tage at Pleasant Beach Sunday were afternoon by the State librarian. to say that Mr. Wyllie will present
Oliver E7 Hall and Mrs. Hall. A
artists of high quality and that the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Milburn of Mrs. M. T. Winslow. Mr. and Mrs.
special guest was Bertram E. Pack completed program will be of a
H.
W.
Thorndike,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
’ortland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ard, who has just been reappoint varied and interesting nature.
Ila Lurvey for two weeks. Mr. Kenneth Mills and Margery Mills,
ed commissioner of education.
Mrs.
(D.
E
Woolley.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
This summer concert, initiated
lilburn was formerly a member of
he Rockland (Band, but finds very* S Woolley and son Stewart Woolley. There were 16 in the party and they seven years ago, has come to oc
gave hearty endorsement to the finc cupy an important place in the
ew musicians here who marched in
shore dinner served by Mrs Maker season's musical activities, draw
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
M.
Yumans
and
is day.
daughter Miss F. K. Yumans of Thc island was shrouded in fog. ing attendants form a wide area
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wahle of Winona, Minn, are guests at Hotel and thc White Head fog whistle around. Each presentation has
letrolt, Mich., came Saturday to' Rockland, making side trips to Bar played an unending solo, but the! |>een marlcc(j |jy mOre pronounced
islt George E. McLaughlin and 1 Harbor and other places meantime folks from the State House brought success, and is a vivid demonstrafiss Lotte McLaughlin. Mr. Wahle It was thc first visit of Mr and Mrs. along a mill for the manufacture of tion of what vision, perseverance,
■'turned yesterday and with his son Yumans to this city in 35 years. sunshine, and had a good time.
and ability can accomplish. Mr.
Bud'' will join Mrs. Wahle in late Mrs. Yumans ,is a daughter of the
Wyllie brings to the endeavor this
Miss Nancy Ayer of Montague unusual combination, hence the
late John Grafton.
.ugust.
City, Mass., ts the guest of her aunt.
success.
Mrs. J. F. Cooper who has been
Mrs WaIter E- Weeks is spend- Mrs. Knott C Rankin.
Rehearsals are moving along in
.isiting her daughter. Mrs. Kenneth I ln« a Tew days at Stonington, the
a satisfactory manner, and in the
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
L.
Magune
of
.
I. Lord at "The Moorings." Port ‘ ^est of h<,r P*rent«’ Mr and Mrs
near future full details of the pro
Worcester Mass., were in the city
,lyde, for four weeks, has returned I Anthony Bye.
gram and artists will be ready for
Sunday to attend the funeral of Mrs
,ome. Mrs. Lord and son Herbert
Mrs. Lena Merrill has returned Magune's aunt Mrs. J H. Damon, i announcement.
| Ve her guests this week at 156 Lime.
from a three weeks’ visit with her Another niece Miss Katherine Bur- j
Vck street.
HEARTBROKEN MELODY
son Ralph Daggett, in Glens Falls, gess Richards of North Hampton. |
N. Y.
N H. was also there.
Kathleen Norris' Book Reviewed
J Miss Virginia Rackliffe and Miss
I ','arion Harvie motored to WaterThomas and Caroline Ward have
I file. Sunday and were accompanied returned to Philadelphia after a
’u their return by Miss Cecile Tar- week's vacation spent with Mrs.
1 ff. formerly of this city, who will Charles Wade, Waldo avenue.
Miss Rackliffe's guest for a week.
Mrs. Hattie Davies and Mrs Belle
Members of T Club went to Glen- Frost will entertain the Albert H
ere. Friday night where they were I Newbert Association Friday at the
itertained
the home of Mr Davies cottage.
>d Mrs. Byron Davies. A clam
Miss Edith Castle of Belgrade is
life was one of thc main attracthe guest of Miss Kathleen Chase
ons.
for a few days.
Mrs. C. U. Bishop and daughter
Miss Vivian
Drinkwater of
herese are spending several days at
ross Lake, in Aroostook County, Brewer, who is attending the Uni
■companied by Mrs. Bishop's par- versity of Maine's summer school,
lts, Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Plant of was a visitor Friday in this city
and gave readings that evening at
omerville, Mass.
Littlefield Memorial Church. She
Mrs. W. M. Britt of Covington, rcturned home Saturday, accomy. is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. panied by her brother Edward and
ichard Britt, it being her first cousin. Elaine Kippett of Bangor
sit to Maine. Her son G. W. H. Miss Drinkwater is instructor of
ritt. editorial reporter for the New j English and dramatics at Bar Har
f ork Telegram, who made a short J bor High school.
' pit here, has returned to New
---------------^rk.
SHADOWS

Mr. and Mrs. John Sherman and
nd son John are guests for two
eeks jof Mr. and IMrs. Howard
roctor.
Miss Ida Cushing. R N. of Brook ne. Mass., is the guest of her
1 rother, William Cushing, Talbot
venue.

Mrs. Carl Freeman, Mrs Florence
l.uowlton and Miss Pearl Borgern won bridge honors, at the Frlly meeting of WI N. Club, when
re members were entertained at
e home of Mrs. Ralph Glendcn■ng. A special prize went to the
ostess and late luncheon was
rved. .
Richard Harper's seventh birthly, was celebrated Saturday aftnoon. when he entertained a
oup of playmates at a party. Two
•covated cukes bearing light-d
ndles, vari-colored candy ba- kets
■d balloon favors, added interest
the jolly occasion. Many nice
rts were Inspected and games were
ayed. Those present were Gordon
id Joyce Cumming. Richard Ran
di, Jeannette. Fobert and Joan
ardner, Marguerite Vasques and
ifford and Keith Harper.
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncy Keene are
•ending a vacation with their
.ughter, Mrs. Byron Davis at
(lenmcrc.

Miss Dorothy Spear of Waldoboro
vksiting her aunt. Mrs. Harold
ickliffe, State street.
Peter Pellicane of Leominster and
•phew, Carmen Spinelli of Hyde
irk, Mass., returned home Sat1
day, after spending a few days
th his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
seph Pellicane. They were acmpanied
by
Mr. Pellicane's
lother, who will be a guest at their
ttage in Onset. Miss Anna Pcllif.l ' lne. went with them to Portland.
I J tie the guest of her brother
. Junes, who has also been on a
,(slt here. They will be at the
• »ome of Mrs. C. II. Moors,

f

In

Manner

Which

Quickens

Mr and Mrs. Henry Sleeper and
Interest
Miss Virginia Till of Whiting. Ind.,
are guests of Mrs. Cleveland Sleepei
"Heartbroken Melody" by Kath
at Tire 'Keag.
leen Norris, published by Double
day, Doran, N. Y. Persons who en
Mr. and Mrs Walter Barrows of joy a light refreshing story richly
Newtonville, Mass, have opened; detailed and overflowing with hu
their summer home at Rockville. I man interest, clean, and clearly
iMr. and Mrs~OUsOinn of Wood-, dcpicted wU1 get kccn thrUlfi in
land are visiting Mr. and Mrs Mauthis,
told tale of the life of a beautiful
rice Gmn.
.
, , ...
.
.
..
young girl in the business world.
Kathleen Norris has a distinctive
Arthur Wilkie of Ridgewood. N.
J., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles style and technique In her novels,
with rare good breeding in the lan
Wilkie. Mechanic street.
guage used. She holds her readers
Frank A. Magune II, son of Dr enthralled and keeps them guessing
, anc) Mrs prank L. Magune, former- as to what the finale will be.
of the fummcr colony at CresIn "Heartbroken Melody" the
cenj Beach, and last year one of reader is kept wondering until the
members of thc Boothbay Play- very end of the novel. A richly de
crs Opens Friday night July 29-30 tailed book for summer reading and
at Tenants Harbor in the play the author justifies her acknowl
"The Boomerang.” As the lead edged title "America's best loved
“John Powers" Mr. Magune goes novelist."
K. S. F.
under tlie stage name of Dick Bur
gess. Mr. Magune is a nephew of
|For The Courler-Oazettel
Charles W. Snow cf New York.
Dr. H. L. Richards and the late
In the garden of my dre®1"?' ...
Miss Annabel Snow and William
Robert B Magune.
I muse, midst leaves
fl°w"s.'h
Watching while the aun c lmba hlghO'Sullivan of Baston and Mrs Nellie
Perchanee o'er trailing vine of fairy
Mr. and Mrs Theodore Bird en • Knowlton) Drew of Winthrop.
bowers.
tertained Saturday night, and an Mass., have been vksiting in thc city
The air 1s stirred by the gentle breeze
nounced the engagement of Miss looking up old friends, during the
Wafted through encircling trees;
A shadow lingers on foxglove s spray.
'Twas a butterfly poised In proud array. Eleanor Bird, daughter of Mr. and past week.
Mrs. Henry iB. Bird to Frank Howe
Inevldent are the hearts of flowers.
Miss Cynthia Brown has gone to
Vet eyes have they, both brown and of Bangor Miss Bird, a teacher in
blue;
Nutley, N. J. for three weeks as
Augusta
schools,
attended
Abbott
Herewith refreshed through summer
ahowers—
Academy and is also a graduate of guest of Miss Gloria Mitchell,
Their nodding heads coquette with you.
Miss Wheelock's School in Baston. daughter of Mr and Mrs William
Shadows again—Tls a humming bird Mr. Howe is an employe of Phillip Mitchell, Who for two weeks have
gay.
Bidden guests | been guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Buoyant he flits o'er blossoming spray; Morris Company
From every flower he takes hls fill,
were
Mr.
and
Mrs
Robert
Hudson I Sleeper at Crescent Beach Inn.
Probes deep for the nectar they distill.
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles West of i
Lightly thc shadows cover the earth
Augusta. Miss May Kennedy of
O’er fragrant blossoms and leaves;
Then gone with magic of the sun's Jamaica Plain. Mass . Atwood Levclear birth,
Like clouds In our lives when love cnsaler. Cambridge. Mass., Mr and
ranks first
Mr.s. Charles Babb, Jr. of Camden.'
And hearts are full at ease.
K. S F.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elliot of
Rockland
Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. John,
Creighton of Ashburnham. Mass.,
OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN
j and Mr. and Mrs Frederic Bird.
O
B

CAMDEN
TOWN HALL
SERIES

I Cruises arranged, steamship tick! ets to all parts of the world. M. F.
Evg. at 8; Sat. Mat. 2.30 D.S.T.
i Lovejoy, 140 Talbot avenue, Tel.
All This Week—Mat. Sat.
1060-J, Rocklad
16-S-tf

ARTHUR BYRON
in

“LET’S NEVER
CHANGE”

Fair Bid for ’39

A New Play By
OWEN DAVIS
with Owen Davis, Jr.

WEEK STARTING MONDAY,
AUGUST 1
Matinee SAT. AUG. 6
Lakewood Players
present

The Gayest Comedy of Years

“BACHELOR
BORN’’
IBy Ian Hay
Now Running on Broadway
All Seats 50c and $1.00 (plus tax)

DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT
The Fenton Brothers

Page Sevefi

Pretty Zoe Dell Lantis displays
California's 1939 auto license
plates. More than 2,500,000 cars
will carry this invitation to the
1939 Golden Gate International
Exposition, to be held on Trea

sure Island in San Francisco Bay,

Tuesday, July 26, at 8.30
YALE PUPPETEERS
in a musical revue

“It’s A Small World”

First In A Series

Maine Garden Clubs

Eells Barn
Tlie opening concert in the series
of three to be presented by the
Curtis String Quartet at the Capt.
Eells Boat Barn, Rockport, took place
Sunday night before a capacity
audience which embraced several
local music devotees in addition to
members from the summer colonies
in this section and many of the dis
tinguished musicians who summer
on these shores. Once again the
Boat Barn with its excellent acous
tics and atmospheric setting lent
its spell, and the rapt attention
given to the exquisite music paid
ample tribute to the brilliant artists
performing under ideal conditions.
The Quartet whase personnel com
prises Jascha Brodsky and Charles
Jaffe, violins; Max Aronoff, viola,
and Orlando Cole, cello, stands to
day as one of the foremost before
thc public in organizations of its
kind, with constantly growing in
ternational fame. It is not amiss
to mention the celebrated collection
of Cremona instruments used by
the Quartet. Tlie two violins were
made by Stradivarius in 1694 and
1715; the viola by Amati in 1677,
and thc cello by Montagnano in
1720. The 1694 violin known as
"The Hallir" was used for 40 years
in the Joachim Quartet, and the
viola is the finest example of the
two known to be in existence.
Needless to say thc value of these
instruments reaches an astounding
figure.
The splendid work done by these
artists has been obtained through
years of diligent pursuit and hard
and intelligent study. There is al
ways exquisite tone quality and
perfect balance, a technique which
though present in a marked degree
does not rob their music of warmth
and life. For their opening con
cert they presented:

ing the Summer
More member clubs of thc Garden
Club Federation of Maine arc spon
soring flower shows and holding
open gardens exhibits this summer
than in any previous year. The five
events to date, largely attended,
show a greater interest in flower
gardening and a more serious study
of the significance of design and
composition in flower arrangements.
Flower shows planned for the com
ing weeks arc:
July 28—Riverside Garden Club
at Kittery Point.
Aug. 3—Old York Garden Club at
York Village (open homes and gar
dens) .
Aug. 8—Ellsworth Garden Club,
at Ellsworth.
Aug. 8—Hampden Highlands Gar
den Club at Hampden Highlands.
Aug. 10—Garden Club of Dexter
at Dexter.
Aug. 11—Cosmopolitan Garden
Club at Bath.
Aug. 12—Rangeley Lakes Garden
Club at Rangeley.
Aug. 12-13 — Boothbay Region
Garden Club at Boothbay Harbor.
Aug. 17—Bryant Pond Garden
Club at Bryant Pond.
Aug. 17—Saco-Biddeford Garden
Club at Saco.
Apg 19—Machias Valley Garden
Club at Machias.
Aug. 23-24—Rumford Garden Club
at Rumford.
Aug. 24-25—Freeport Garden Club
at Freeport.
Aug. 26—Harpswell Garden Club
at Harpswell.
Aug. 29—Community Garden Club
at Dover-Foxcroft.
Sept. 1—Houlton Garden Club at
Houlton.
Mrs. Gerald C. Welch, Augusta,
publicity chairman.

ficial means to anticipate thc future,
Plano Quartet ln Q minor.
Mozart but lived and labored in accordance
Allegro
Andante
with his own principle—"Only be
Rondo
come an ever greater artist and ail
Eilth Evans Braun.
Assisting Artist
other things will come to you of
Two Indian Sketches.
Charles Orlffes
their own accord." That his prin
I unto Farewell Song
Allegro Olocoso -War Dance
ciple was a sound one is confirmed
Quartet ln A Major Opus 41. No 3
Schumann by thc present generation by whom
Andante—Allegro Molto Moderato
Schumann's name is known and
Assal Agitato con Varlazlonl
Adagio Molto
loved even to tlie remotest regions
Finale
of the civilized world. Of course
It was most gratifying to hear
wc know that the best years of hls
Mrs. Braun again. A brilliant and
artistic activity were past before
accomplished pianist. with a splen
thc world knew his greatness, and
did background of training and ex
when recognition did begin to come
perience behind her. her work seems at last. Schumann's strength was
particularly adapted to the ensem
broken.
ble. Always present is that most
Though known primarily for his
needed sensitiveness which makes
piano compositions, some of Schu
the piano blend in perfection with
mann's most beautiful inspirations
the stringed instruments. One can
are found in his chamber music, and
tell by the sheer beauty of the mu
among these latter works the Quar
sic that it is a Joyous experience
tets in A major and A minor stand
when Mrs. Braun and the Quartet
out, affording sufficient evidence
members appear together. With |
I that where a larger mold was re
Mrs. Braun for the Quartet were
quired. he had also a wealth of
Mr. Jaffe, Mr. Aranoff and Mr. Cole.
beauty at his command. There
Among Mozart's chamber com
have been critics who have affirmed
positions singled out for special ad
that he neglected absolute harmony,
miration is this Quartet in G minor.
that his stringed instruments carry
One oi the most striking parts is
ing the melody do not always enter
the wonderful chromatic effect in
in the mast appropriate places, etc.,
thc first theme. It is a curious fact I
but such things are comparative
that whenever Mozart conceived a
trifles which an intelligent concep
movement In G minor, he always
tion and careful study will easily
surpassed himself, it is said. Who
remedy. Hearing a performance of
is there who could not love Mozart’s
the Quartet in A major such as by
music—Mozart, the universal gen
the Curtis String Quartet one is
ius. embracing all times! Always
aware of the flood of harmony
we have thc feeling that his com
which Schumann can entice from
positions. even hks inspirations, have
stringed instruments when In the
been untouched by human labor—
hands of great artists. Thc en
there seems to be no trace of strug
semble gave a thrilling performance
gle in the forms In which he molded
of the Quartet, bringing out the
his material. His death before he
harmonics and the noble sweep of
had reached his 35th year is per
thc music, although the finale per
haps the greatest musical loss thc
haps
is the least satisfying of the
world has ever suffered, for to his
compositions heard from the Quar
last hour his genius continued to
develop. In church music, chamber tet in its presentations—its musical
content being unworthy of tbe
music, in thc concert hall, in the
masterful performance given it by
field of opera—he ls equally great.
Under the protection of masters the artists.
The remaining concerts In the
several of the most beautiful of
series
will be on Aug. 7 and 21
his works, among them chamber
Reservations
may be arranged by
music examples, have been able to
keep their place in the minds of communicating with any member
concert goers as revelations of high of the Quartet ln Rockport, and It
est beauty. With this expression is well to make arrangements in ad
in mind, we have unbounded grati- vance due to limited seating capa
jtude for Mrs. Braun and the Quar city In the Boat Barn.
—By Gladys Heistad
tet members for giving us the im-

i mortal Quartet in G minor played
[with such grace and beauty.
WED., AUG. 3
| The Indian Sketches by Grilles I
at 8.30 P. M.
stand among the most interesting
Ted Shawn and His
contemporary works the Quartet I
I has given us during their summer j
Men Dancers
I concerts. Grilles, an American '
; composer, has won no small renown
TUES., AUG. 9
i for the haunting atmaspheric style
at 8.30 P. M.
• which pervades much of his work
University Gilbert &
This style was present in a marked
Sullivan Company
degree in the Sketches, and the j
“The Gondoliers”
Quartet caught this feeling with •
o
■ 0«
I canny understanding. In the Lento
MON.. AUG. 29
1 movement there was exquisite mu
at 8.30 P. M.
sic—a picture of lush forest growth,
Cecelia Loftus
moon shadows on rippling water,
in her famous
the far away throb of the drum,
and thc exquisite love motif, the
Impersonations
| farewell, woven in muted strings.
o
o
Series Tickets: $5.50, $4.40, $3.30 J The War Dance was exciting—a
(including lax)
! pageant of brilliantly feathered
On Sale
blanketed figures whooping and
Women's Exchange, Camden
dancing in mad abandon,
Tel. 2120
City Drug Co., Belfast, Tel. 341-M j It has been said that Schumann's
Single Seats: $1.65, $1.10, 85c
progress through the years has been
(including tax)
slow but for that reason the more
83.84,86-89
secure. He did not attempt by arti

WESTINGHOUSE
MAS THI SENSATIONAL

NEAT-KEEPER

BigReat refrigerator improve
ment in years! Keeps meat
fresher . . . days longerl Big,
covered, ventilated, all porce
lain. Kitchen-proved in homea
like yoursl

Terms as low as $3.60 monthly; small down payment

CENT
INE
Wll^C&MPAN
POWl
'ANY

Westinghouse
fok/u-Hp/lOVuJ REFRIGERATOR

SPECIAL
ALL THIS WEEK

PERMANENTS

$2.45
Rockland's grralesl perma
nent wave sale. This is our
regular $3.50 Oil Prrmanrnt.
If you arc booking for value
and who isn't, take advantage
of this outstanding special.
Every wave fully guaranteed.

GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST. PHONE 141

ALL
BEAUTY
AIDS,

ANY 3 ITEMS SI 00

OTEL mAnGER
Conveniently located et NORTH STATION
Direct Entrance Boston ft Maine R.R.

A NIK5E WISH

Rockland, July 24
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Having read tlie article 111 tlie
July 23 issue of your always in
teresting paper about lhe white cat,
using bis brain to keep in the safety
zone, I think Thc Black Cat or his
companion must have used their
brains to travel so many miles to
see those dear little Quints and re
turn safely in front of The CourierGazette office. Ho|Xt you let them
in, gave them milk and a warm
corner. May The Black Cat live
to a ripe old age and give us many
more interesting articles.
M S. B

CAMDEN
TOWN HALL
SERIES
OPERA HOUSE. ( AMDEN

Tuesday, July 26, at 8.30

Yale
Puppeteers
in a musical revue

“It’s A Small World”
87-89

Wednesday Night Is
AWARD NIGHT, $300

WED.-THURS.
HowcouloW[CJ2Ji
BtTWBENTHEM?

Glenn* „
Ikrton

Zrn »o. her own!

THURSDAY

ROCKLAND

BARBARA
* STANWYCK
HERBERT

ONE NIGHT ONLY

MONDAY, AUG.
PARK FOOT OF TALBOT AVE.
OHN R.VAN ARNAM'S RADIO FUMMAKER
AMERICA'S f-RlV

’IN* V

’

CAPTRin HCIIRY

IAN HUNTER
CESAR ROMERO

IY N N

BARI

Dirarted by Sidney tonfrold

Borryi E Zonwrb ► Cho-q» ot P-odvcM*

A 20th C.ntury-Fo» Pictur.

TODAY
PENROD'S DOUBLE TROUBLE
Last Scadon Cooking School
Thursday Shows at 1.00, 6.15, 8.43

25 POPULAR RADIO STARS 25
15 ACTS VAUDEVILLE 15
GIRLS MOSTLY GIRLS
Friers 15c and 35c
89*81

PARR 1

NOW PLAYING
•CRIME SCHOOL"

with
HCMPHREY BOGART
GALE PAGE

Rockland
Tel. 893
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45
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Party Not United

A

So.ne Democrats Not Afraid

NEW OIL TANKER

To Voice Disapproval of
the New Deal
There is increasing evidence that
all is not well between the New)
Dealers and the anti-New Dealers
of the Democracy of the State
It is commomy known, of course,
that a strong element in the Demo
cratic party in Maine is anything I
but New Deal. They do not sym
pathize with the President's creeds
from conviction and also from
policy, for they realize that while
this State may be close politically
when it comes to candidates, it is j
not at all close when the ‘New Deal
becomes the dividing line.
Nevertheless, there are New
Dealers among the Democrats of j
Maine
It may be that they are 1
New Dealers also from conviction, !
but it is not to go too far to say I
that they are also New Dealers on
account of the advantage' they see
in standing in with the adminis
tration.
Now former Governor Brann
would probably be put down as the
'eading
Democratic
anti-New
Dealer in the State, for while he I
doesn’t say much about it for pub- j
llcation. it is no secret that he does
not stand for what the President
does with respect to public policy.
It isn't his job. of course, to op
pose these policies in public, but he
also realizes, without doubt, that
his success in the coming election
depends in great part upon the
soft pedaling of the New Deal
issue. That is. the less that is said
The “Pan-Marvland." a 450-foot tanker built for the Pan-American Petrcleum and Transport Com
about that subject, the better will | pany, was launched at the Federal Shipbuilding and 1> rydock Company’s plant at Kearny, N. J. Above
be the former Governor's chances
photo shows thr “Pau-Maryland" sliding down the wavs while inset shows Mrs. Charles II. Wagner, of
of election.
Baltimore, chritening the vessel. Mrs. Wagner is the wife of the general manager of the American Oil

• • • •

X.

On the other hand. F Harold Dubord doesn't make any bones about
his being an out-and-out New Deal- !
er. He doesn't talk it as much as
some might, but when he says anything about it. he takes the President's side of the issue
Former Governor Brann and Mr.
Dubord can without doubt be
classed as the two leading Demo
crats of the State. Mr Dubord Ls
the Democratic National committeeman and Mr. Brann has been
Democratic Governor of Maine.
The Waterville man ran for United
States Senator when the Lewiston
man was running for Governor.
Two years ago when Mr. Brann did
not want to venture a try for the
third term, the two statesmen
swapped off. Dubord ran for Gov
ernor while Brann ran for senator.
It is history, of course, that Du
bord was defeated by 43.000 and a
little over, while White's plurality
over Brann was a little over 4.000
It was pretty well understood at
the time that Dubord didn't want to
run for Governor and that Brann
wasn't pepped up for running for
senator, but did so to keep in the
game.
Now, it might be thought from
this swapping that the .two party
leaders are great pals and that they
are of one mind when it comes to
party matters. It Ls an open sec
ret, however, that this has never
been true, and more than once have
been at crass purpases in party
matters.

Company of Baltimore, a subsidiary of Pan-American.

launched last Friday at Kearny, wife of the general manage.- of ’he
American Oil Company, was spon
Pan-Marvland"
sor while her daughter. Miss Jane
newest of a number of tankers to C. Wagner, was maiJ of honor.
Amcng the officials on th“
be added to the large fleet of the
Pan-American
Petroleum
and launching platform was Dr. Rob
ert E Wilson, of New Yotk PresiTransport Company, of which the
dent of the board of the PanAmerican Oil Company is a sub- American Petroleum and Transport
sidiary.
Company.
The "Pan-Maryland- is a sisitr
The
453- foot
tanker
was
launched at the Federal Ship- ship of the “Pan-New York' which
j,Uilding and Undock Company's was launched in May and put into
plant before more than 1.300 per- service by Pan-American tarlirer
sons. Mrs. Charles H. Wagner, thLs month. It is the sixth of a
N J., the

series of tankers built for Ihe Pe
troleum concern since October. 19,:6
When completely outfitted tor
regular service, the “Pan-American"
will be engaged in carrying pe
troleum products from this com
pany's refinery at Texas City. Texas. to its nineteen ocean terpnnals
between Maine and Florida.
The new tanker has an overall
length of 450 feet, a beam jf 60
feet, six inches, a displacem»nt
17 000 tons and a cargo capactv .f
4 400.000 gallons Its sea speed will
be about 13 knots.

Every-Other-Day

Spanish War Horror
As Described By Capt. F.
B. Balano, Former Port
Clyde Shipmaster
Capt F B Balano crossed the liv- 1
ing room of his home at 89 Conyingham avenue, Randall Manor, and
picked up a piece of metal from the
mantelpiece. It was jagged, shape
less. about a half inch thick with
about two square inches of surface.
"They serve it hot," he said brief
ly. as he handed the piece to his
interviewer.
The metal was a piece of shrapnel,
one of several he had picked up in
Barcelona and .Valencia.
That
piece of metal was about the only ,
thing he owned as a reminder of the |
horrors of the war in Spain.
As skipper of the American
freighter Oregon, for seven months (
he dodged the rebel blockade on
Barcelona and Valencia, taking to •
the Loyalists cargoes of coal from ;
Morocco and Australian grain from
Marseille After discharging cargo
in Savannah and Philadelphia, he
brought his ship back to New York >
Friday. His wife, who met him at
Savannah, sailed with him to Phila
delphia and then took the train I
home.
• • • •
A veteran seaman of World War
days, Capt. Balano said that war
today is more destructive, more hor
rible than at any time ln his ex
perience.
"At sea we had only the subma
rine to fear in 1917," he said. "Now
the airplane is an added menace.
They drop their bombs on cities and
ships alike, and what is more, they
have hydroplanes now that alight
on the water, discharge their tor
pedoes and fly off."
He and his crew on the Oregon
went through 97 bombing attacks
while in the ports of Barcelona and
Valencia. Heavy, powerfully built,
Capt. Balano gave brief word pic
tures of wartime life in Spain and
of bombardments that took heavy
toll near the Oregon, but left the
ship intact.
There was the time when rebel
: planes flew over the docks, dropp.ng their "pills,'' one of them mak
ing's direct hit on a fishing boat.
The boat and 17 men aboard her
were atoms in the air in a second.
Capt. Balano said
An intervention officer aboard a
British ship alongside the Oregon—
1 a Swede—last his nose when hit by
shrapnel.
Capt. Balano said he saw an oil
tanker being towed into port when
rebel planes another time paid their
deadly visit. They dropped bombs
all around the tender. Two dropped
close by. one on either side of the
; tender, rocking it as if it were a
cradle as they exploded. But that
was all the harm that was done and
the tender continued on her way
' toward her berth.

;

■>

NOW... Amoco Inspected Rest Rooms
for your protection
Cleanliness is important to Amoco
Dealers because it is important to

The “Sanitary Inspected” rest
room emblem is your assurance of

you! That’s why thousands of Amoco

real cleanliness! Look for the “Sani

Dealers have signed a pledge to keep

tary Inspected” rest room sign at

i<
I

Amoco Dealers from Maine
their rest rooms scrupulously
will be. of course. He did tell Du- votes of one side or the other gressman in the Second District,
to Florida!
bord that he would come but of might affect the result.
but it is quite evident that if there
clean and sanitary!
course if he should not find that
This writer is not making any Ls any pulling apart as seems to be
his presence would be of any help predictions on thLs occasion as to indicated, neither side is going to
in the campaign or that Brann who will bp elected Governor of be helped thereby—Fred K. Owen
supporters thought that it wmild Maine or who will be elected Con- in Portland Sunday Telegram.
not be. it might be that he would
rs
t
find reasons why he wouldn't come
there. The raids are made night was in Barcelona, the captain said in the transfer of the ship over tQ
But the point Ls that as far as can
and day, but it's worse at night 11 French and British ships were | British registry. Then, he said, he
be learned, lacking positive state
when it's hard to tell where they're sunk.
will go with his wife to spend the',
ments from both sides, the Brann
. .By EARLE PERRIS . .
going to hit.
Food essentials are scarce in Loy summer at Port Clyde, Me.
side doesn't want Farley and that
“Six o'clock in the evening is the alist Spain, the captain said. Sugar.; Capt. Balano would not discuss
August found Bob Ripley's big show
the Dubord side supporting tlhe
time the rebcLs mast often come over. bread, cigarettes and tobacco are the amount of war bonus paid the
settled into a Monday night spot
New Deal does want him This as
There was the time, too, when an
where it is staying for at least 13
They come in flights of about seven hard to get and liquor is reduced [ crew for blockade service, but he
I have ®iid is not co-operation.
weeks. Ripley's program has moved armed rebel trawler tried to stop or more planes in a formation, each
to the poorest wine in the cafes.
said it was less than the amount
Whether the breach between the
five times since he's becn on the air, the Oregon as she was coming out
carrying about 20 pills." The bombs
Capt. Balano said he gave a di the British paid their crews, which t
believe it or not.
two divisions of the party will be
of Gibraltar, headed for Barcelona
are aluminum cased and do terrific rector of the Bank of Spain in Bar is about 200 percent more than the
come any more open than at pres
Capt. Balano said it was getting
damage when they hit."
celona some sugar, bread and apples, standard wages.
,
ent. may be a question If that can
on to dusk as the trawler signaled
He said that three British skip items highly prized by the banker j A British crew will replace the
i for the Oregon to stop.
be avoided, of course, it will not.
The skip pers whom he knew well had their
who gave the skipper an etching as American crew already paid off.
Then there are other considerai per ordered full steam ahead and ships sunk under their feet since he a token of esteem.
Capt. Balano said thc British ship
hugged the Spanish coast as he!
i tions that effect the situation . Mr.
left Spain the latter part of May.
The shops run their business on a ping laws allow ship owners more
Dubofcl Ls New Deal On the other
’
made good his escape.
* «
The Oregon, a 6000-ton boat, made bulletin basis, the captain said .
His description of the raids on ten trips into Spain with grain and Housewives now look to see what latitude in the selection of deck I
In the primary campaign, due to hand. Harold Emery, the Demoand engineroom personnel.
the docks and at sea were mild coal.
what was apparently an expressed cratic nominee for Congress in the
WL
the shops advertise in stock. Each
Capt. and Mrs. Balano have two
compared to what he saw ashore on
wish from Washington. Mr Brann
ha> no sympathy with j
The captain told about the men day the shopkeepers put out signs sons living with them. Wilfred, em
his
frequent
visits
there.
Once,
agreed to run for Governor again New Deal policies and doesn t want
of his crew developing symptoms of telling of the commodities that
while walking along one of Barce- shell-shock. He said that hospital have come to hand—and those that ployed by the Proctor & Gambit
It was Mr. Dubord's declared inten- any help from the New Dealers of I i
Company at Port Ivory; ;and Jasi;
lon's streets with a British captain, cases in Spain and desertions made have run out.
tion not to run for any office, but the Washington administration in MePt MercedesMcCambridge one of
per. a student at Bates College—4
he said the siren was sounded warn it necessary to take on nine new
as he seemed to be the one man his campaign for Congress. The j the manystars _heard on "Public
The Oregon is now in Robins Dry. From the Staten Island Advance. I
Hero
No.
1,"
on
NBC
Monday
nights.
ing of an air raid. His companion, men to make a full crew for the dock in Brooklyn for an overhauling.
who stood any chance of winning evidence seems to be rather against
In addition to being one of radio's
he said, ducked into a side street. homeward trip.
in the second district, the party; it, but Mr Emery does feel that he most talented actresses, Mercedes
Capt. Balano will stay on Staten
BELFAST SHOE FACTORY
A moment later there was a ter
managers bore down upon him and ; has a good chance of defeating rose to fame through her ability to
In the last nine days while he Island another ten days to assist j
rific
explosion
in
the
French
rail

persuaded him to be a candidate , Congressman Oliver in the Septem- scream,
Labor Agreement Puts Finish Onto
Tracking down appropriate melo
for Congress against Representative ber election. But his idea is. that Billy House, heard with Jack Fulton dies to introduce hobbyists on Dave road station at Barceletta. a section
Story It Would Close
of
Barcelona.
Smith. But Mr. Dubord has been if he does win. he will have to do on CBS each Sunday night, is an Elman's “Hobby Lobby" is no cinch,
He ran to the spot and saw the
comedian who has come to ra according to Harry Salter, above,
I Daly Brothers Shoe Cq., Inc,
quoted as saying: (I will not be so by reason of his own personal j other
dio from the musical comedy stage. bandmaster on this NBC red net ambulances and trucks haul off the
prpularity
and
factional
opposition
I
able to confirm that), that he is
I Charles L. Daly, manager, has Issued
Although a performer for more than work program Sundays. Harry has dead and dying—about 1000 of them,
going on his own this time. There to Oliver, not because of any sym 20 years. House's current program is often spent eight hours finding the
the following bulletin: 1. It has I
right musical cue to fit a single Capt. Balano said.
is evidence that such is his inten pathy he has with Democratic: his first radio attempt.
' been the policy of this company to
hobbyist.
Another
time
he
was
nearby
when
• * •
tion It was given out from sour national policies.
a direct hit was made on a building
obey all the provisions of the Na
• • • •
ces very close to the former Gov
Dr. William L. Stidger gestures vig- housing children. Forty of them ]
,
orously
with
one
hand
while
he
is
tional Labor Relations Act. 2. This
ernor that no help outside the
Melvin P. Roberts of Fort Fairbroadcasting his daily “Getting the were killed in the one blast, he said.
company
will not discriminate
State with the exception of Mayor
Most Out of Life” talks over the
PETS. RIDING ON FIRE ENGINES
“It’s nothing at all," the skipper
field who Ls the Democratic nominee
AND SINGING FOQ THE SOLOIERS
Tobin of Baston who had agreed to
NBC blue network. It's a pulpit said, "to see as many as 500 persons
against members of the Boot Jt
OCCUPIED kATES WARTIME
habit that helps him to make
come down here to make a speech, in the third district seems to be
WASHINGTON. DC. CHILO HOOO
Shoe Workers Union because they
flat on their stomachs in the street
"points," Dr. Stidger believes.
would be asked to assist in the outside of all this. He was nomi
when
enemy
planes
are
overhead.
are members of the union. 3. This
I
Brann campaign.
nated to fill out the ticket and
Then they get up and go their ways
company will not discriminate
It was supposed that thLs was pQggjbjy help increase the vote for
when the planes have passed on.
against any employes who are not
all settled , when the Waterville ;hp Democratic candidate for Gov'THE SONGBIRD OF THE SOUTH'
"Some of them.” he continued,
members of thc Boct & Shoe Work
man gave out a statement that' ernor what his views are on naTHUR3OAVS ON CBiiiLfc,.
“carry slivers of wood with them to
Postmaster General Farley was tionai issues I have never heard any
ers Union or any’ otner union. 4.
clench in their teeth to protect their
coming to Maine during the cam- ■ one
The employes of this company have
eardrums from the concussion of
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